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1 IntroductionTemporal logics, which are modal logics geared towards the description of the temporal or-dering of events, have been adopted as a powerful tool for specifying and verifying concur-rent programs [Pnu81]. One of the most signi�cant developments in this area is the dis-covery of algorithmic methods for verifying temporal logic properties of �nite-state programs[CES86, LP85, QS81]. This derives its signi�cance both from the fact that many synchroniza-tion and communication protocols can be modeled as �nite-state programs, as well as from thegreat ease of use of fully algorithmic methods. Finite-state programs can be modeled by tran-sition systems where each state has a bounded description, and hence can be characterized bya �xed number of Boolean atomic propositions. This means that a �nite-state program can beviewed as a �nite propositional Kripke structure and that its properties can be speci�ed usingpropositional temporal logic. Thus, to verify the correctness of the program with respect to adesired behavior, one only has to check that the program, modeled as a �nite Kripke structure,satis�es (is a model of) the propositional temporal logic formula that speci�es that behav-ior. Hence the name model checking for the veri�cation methods derived from this viewpoint.Surveys can be found in [CGL93, Wol89].There are two types of temporal logics: linear and branching [Lam80]. In linear temporallogics, each moment in time has a unique possible future, while in branching temporal logics,each moment in time may split into several possible futures. For linear temporal logics, a closeand fruitful connection with the theory of automata over in�nite words has been developed[VW86a, VW94]. The basic idea is to associate with each linear temporal logic formula a�nite automaton over in�nite words that accepts exactly all the computations that satisfy theformula. This enables the reduction of linear temporal logic problems, such as satis�abilityand model-checking, to known automata-theoretic problems, yielding clean and asymptoticallyoptimal algorithms. Furthermore, these reductions are very helpful for implementing temporal-logic based veri�cation methods, and are naturally combined with techniques such as on-the-yveri�cation [VW86a, JJ89, CVWY92] that help coping with the \state-explosion" problem.For branching temporal logics, the automata-theoretic counterpart are automata over in�-nite trees [Rab69, VW86b]. By reducing satis�ability to the nonemptiness problem for theseautomata, optimal decision procedures have been obtained for various branching temporal log-ics [Eme85, EJ88, ES84, SE84, VW86b]. Unfortunately, the automata-theoretic approach doesnot seem to be applicable to branching-time model checking. Indeed, model checking can bedone in linear running time for CTL [CES86, QS81] and for the alternation-free fragment ofthe �-calculus [Cle93], and is in NP\co-NP for the general �-calculus [EJS93], whereas there isan exponential blow-up involved in going from formulas in these logics to automata. Similarly,while model checking for the full branching time logic CTL? is PSPACE-complete, going fromCTL? formulas to automata involves a doubly-exponential blow up [ES84]. Thus, using theconstruction of a tree automaton as a step in a model-checking algorithm seems a non-starter,2



which can only yield algorithms that are far from optimal. (Indeed, the proof in [EJS93] avoidsthe construction of tree automata that correspond to �-calculus formulas.)A di�erent automata-theoretic approach to branching-time model checking, based on theconcepts of amorphous automata and simultaneous trees, was suggested by Bernholtz and Grum-berg in [BG93]. Amorphous automata have a exible transition relation that can adapt to treeswith varying branching degree. Simultaneous trees are trees in which each subtree is duplicatedtwice as the two leftmost successors of its root. Simultaneous trees thus enable the automa-ton to visit di�erent nodes of the same path simultaneously. Bernholtz and Grumberg showedthat CTL model checking is linearly reducible to the acceptance of a simultaneous tree by anamorphous automaton and that the latter problem can be solved in quadratic running time.While this constitutes a meaningful �rst step towards applying automata-theoretic tech-niques to branching-time model checking, it is not quite satisfactory. First, unlike the situationwith linear temporal logic, di�erent automata are required to solve model checking and satis�-ability and thus, we do not get a uniform automata-theoretic treatment for the two problems.Second, and more crucial, the complexity of the resulting algorithm is quadratic in both thesize of the speci�cation and the size of the program, which makes this algorithm impractical;after all, most of the current research in this area is attempting to develop methods to copewith linear complexity.In this paper we argue that alternating tree automata are the key to a comprehensive andsatisfactory automata-theoretic framework for branching temporal logics. Alternating tree au-tomata generalize the standard notion of nondeterministic tree automata by allowing severalsuccessor states to go down along the same branch of the tree. It is known that while the trans-lation from branching temporal logic formulas to nondeterministic tree automata is exponential,the translation to alternating tree automata is linear [MSS88, EJ91]. In fact, Emerson statedthat \�-calculus formulas are simply alternating tree automata" [Eme96]. In [MSS88], Mulleret al. showed that this explains the exponential decidability of satis�ability for various branch-ing temporal logics. We show here that this also explains the e�ciency of model checking forthose logics. The crucial observation is that for model checking, one does not need to solve thenonemptiness problem of tree automata, but rather the 1-letter nonemptiness problem of wordautomata. This problem (testing the nonemptiness of an alternating word automaton that isde�ned over a singleton alphabet) is substantially simpler. Thus, alternating automata providea unifying and optimal framework for both the satis�ability and model-checking problems forbranching temporal logic.We �rst show how our automata-theoretic approach uni�es previously known results aboutmodel checking for branching temporal logics. The alternating automata used by Muller et al.in [MSS88] are of a restricted type called weak alternating automata. To obtain an exponentialdecision procedure for the satis�ability of CTL and related branching temporal logics, Mulleret al. used the fact that the nonemptiness problem for these automata is in exponential time[MSS86]. (In fact, as we show here, it is EXPTIME-complete.) We prove that the 1-letter3



nonemptiness of weak alternating word automata is decidable in linear running time, whichyields an automata-based model checking algorithm of linear running time for CTL. We presenta linear translation from alternation-free �-calculus formulas to weak alternating automata.This implies, using the same technique, that model checking for this logic can be done in linearrunning time. For the general �-calculus, it follows from the results in [EJ91] that �-calculusformulas can be linearly translated to alternating Rabin automata. We prove here that the1-letter nonemptiness of alternating Rabin word automata is in NP, which entails that modelchecking of �-calculus formulas is in NP\co-NP.As the algorithms obtained by our approach match known complexity bounds for branchingtemporal logics [CES86, Cle93, EJS93], what are the advantages o�ered by our approach? The�rst advantage is that it immediately broadens the scope of e�cient model checking to other,and more expressive, branching temporal logics. For example, the dynamic logic considered in[MSS88] allows, in the spirit of [Wol83], nondeterministic tree automata as operators. Sincethis logic has a linear translation to weak alternating automata, it follows directly from ourresults that it also has a linear model-checking algorithm.The second advantage comes from the fact that our approach combines the Kripke structureand the formula into a single automaton before checking this automaton for nonemptiness.This facilitates the use of a number of implementation heuristics. For instance, the automatoncombining the Kripke structure and the formula can be computed on-the-y and limited to itsreachable states. This avoids exploring the parts of the Kripke structure that are irrelevantfor the formula to be checked, and hence addresses the issue raised in the work on local modelchecking [SW91, VL93], while preserving optimal complexity and ease of implementation. Theabove advantage of our approach is reected in the performance of its implementation, asdescribed in [Vis98, VB99].The third advantage of the automata-theoretic approach is that it o�ers new and signi�-cant insights into the space complexity of branching-time model checking. It comes from theobservation that the alternating automata that are obtained from CTL formulas have a specialstructure: they have limited alternation. We de�ne a new type of alternating automata, hes-itant alternating automata, that have this special structure. A careful analysis of the 1-letternonemptiness problem for hesitant alternating word automata yields a top-down model-checkingalgorithm for CTL that uses space that is linear in the length of the formula and only poly-logarithmic in the size of the Kripke structure. We also present a translation of CTL? formulasto hesitant alternating automata and hence obtain a space-e�cient model-checking algorithmfor this logic too. This is very signi�cant since it implies that for concurrent programs, modelchecking for CTL and CTL? can be done in space polynomial in the size of the program de-scription, rather than requiring space of the order of the exponentially larger expansion of theprogram, as is the case with standard bottom-up model-checking algorithms. On the otherhand, the weak alternating automata that are obtained for alternation-free �-calculus formulasdo not have this special structure. Accordingly, we show that for this logic, as well as for the4



general �-calculus, model checking for concurrent programs is EXPTIME-complete.As discussed in Section 7, the automata-theoretic approach to branching-time model check-ing described here has contributed to several other results concerning the speci�cation andveri�cation of reactive systems. These results include contributions to the veri�cation andsynthesis of open systems, timed systems, and distributed systems (possibly with fairness con-straints), as well as techniques for incorporating modularity and partial-order methods intobranching-time veri�cation.2 Preliminaries2.1 Temporal Logics and �-Calculi2.1.1 The Temporal Logics CTL? and CTLThe logic CTL? combines both branching-time and linear-time operators [EH86]. A path quan-ti�er, either A (\for all paths") or E (\for some path"), can pre�x an assertion composed ofan arbitrary combination of the linear-time operators X (\next time"), and U (\until"). Apositive normal form CTL? formula is a CTL? formula in which negations are applied only toatomic propositions. It can be obtained by pushing negations inward as far as possible, using DeMorgan's laws and dualities of quanti�ers and temporal connectives. For technical convenience,we use the linear-time operator ~U as a dual of the U operator, and write all CTL? formulasin a positive normal form. There are two types of formulas in CTL?: state formulas, whosesatisfaction is related to a speci�c state, and path formulas, whose satisfaction is related to aspeci�c path. Formally, let AP be a set of atomic proposition names. A CTL? state formula iseither:� true, false, p, or :p, for all p 2 AP ;� '1 ^ '2 or '1 _ '2, where '1 and '2 are CTL? state formulas;� A or E , where  is a CTL? path formula.A CTL? path formula is either:� A CTL? state formula;�  1 ^  2,  1 _  2, X 1,  1U 2, or  1 ~U 2, where  1 and  2 are CTL? path formulas.CTL? is the set of state formulas generated by the above rules.The logic CTL is a restricted subset of CTL? in which the temporal operators must beimmediately preceded by a path quanti�er. Formally, it is the subset of CTL? obtained by5



restricting the path formulas to be X'1, '1U'2, or '1 ~U'2, where '1 and '2 are CTL stateformulas.We use the following abbreviations in writing formulas:� F = trueU (\eventually").� G = false ~U (\always").We say that a CTL formula ' is an U -formula if it is of the form A'1U'2 or E'1U'2.The subformula '2 is then called the eventuality of '. Similarly, ' is a ~U -formula if it is ofthe form A'1 ~U'2 or E'1 ~U'2. The closure cl(') of a CTL? (CTL) formula ' is the set of allCTL? (CTL) state subformulas of ' (including ', but excluding true and false). We de�nethe size k'k of ' as the number of elements in cl('). Note that, even though the number ofelements in the closure of a formula can be logarithmic in the length of the formula if thereare multiple occurrences of identical subformulas, our de�nition of size is legitimate since itcorresponds to the number of nodes in a reduced DAG representation of the formula.The semantics of CTL? is de�ned with respect to a Kripke structure K = hAP;W;R;w0; Li,where AP is a set of atomic propositions, W is a set of states, R � W �W is a transitionrelation that must be total (i.e., for every w 2 W there exists w0 2 W such that hw;w0i 2 R),w0 is an initial state, and L : W ! 2AP maps each state to the set of atomic propositions truein that state. A path in K is an in�nite sequence of states, � = w0; w1; : : : such that for everyi � 0, hwi; wi+1i 2 R. We denote the su�x wi; wi+1; : : : of � by �i. We de�ne the size kKk ofK as jW j+ jRj.The notation K;w j= ' indicates that a CTL? state formula ' holds at the state w of theKripke structure K. Similarly,K;� j=  indicates that a CTL? path formula  holds on a path� of the Kripke structure K. When K is clear from the context, we write w j= ' and � j=  .Also, K j= ' if and only if K;w0 j= '.The relation j= is inductively de�ned as follows.� For all w, we have w j= true and w 6j= false.� w j= p for p 2 AP i� p 2 L(w).� w j= :p for p 2 AP i� p 62 L(w).� w j= '1 ^ '2 i� w j= '1 and w j= '2.� w j= '1 _ '2 i� w j= '1 or w j= '2.� w j= A i� for every path � = w0; w1; : : :, with w0 = w, we have � j=  .� w j= E i� there exists a path � = w0; w1; : : :, with w0 = w, such that � j=  .6



� � j= ' for a state formula ', i� w0 j= ' where � = w0; w1; : : :� � j=  1 ^  2 i� � j=  1 and � j=  2.� � j=  1 _  2 i� � j=  1 or � j=  2.� � j= X i� �1 j=  .� � j=  1U 2 i� there exists i � 0 such that �i j=  2 and for all 0 � j < i, we have �j j=  1.� � j=  1 ~U 2 i� for all i � 0 such that �i 6j=  2, there exists 0 � j < i such that �j j=  1.Note that � j=  1 ~U 2 if and only if � 6j= (: 1)U(: 2). That is, a path � satis�es  1 ~U 2if  2 holds everywhere along � (thus, the U does not reach its eventuality), or if the �rstoccurrence of : 2 is strictly preceded by an occurrence of  1 (thus, : 1 is falsi�ed before theeventuality is reached). Another way to understand the ~U operator is to interpret  1 ~U 2 by\as long as  1 is false,  2 must be true".2.1.2 The Propositional �-calculusThe propositional �-calculus is a propositional modal logic augmented with least and greatest�xpoint operators [Koz83]. Speci�cally, we consider a �-calculus where formulas are constructedfrom Boolean propositions with Boolean connectives, the temporal operators EX and AX, aswell as least (�) and greatest (�) �xpoint operators. We assume that �-calculus formulas arewritten in positive normal form (negation only applied to atomic propositions constants andvariables). Formally, given a set AP of atomic proposition constants and a set APV of atomicproposition variables, a �-calculus formula is either:� true, false, p or :p for all p 2 AP ;� y for all y 2 APV ;� '1 ^ '2 or '1 _ '2, where '1 and '2 are �-calculus formulas;� AX' or EX', where ' is a �-calculus formula;� �y:f(y) or �y:f(y), where y 2 APV and f(y) is a �-calculus formula containing y as afree variable.A sentence is a formula that contains no free atomic proposition variables. We call AX andEX next modalities, and we call � and � �xpoint modalities. We say that a �-calculus formulais a �-formula (�-formula), if it is of the form �y:f(y) (�y:f(y)). We use � to denote a �xpointmodality � or �. For a �-formula �y:f(y), the formula f(�y:f(y)) is obtained from f(y) byreplacing each free occurrence of y with �y:f(y).The closure, cl('), of a �-calculus sentence ' is the smallest set of �-calculus sentences thatsatis�es the following: 7



� ' 2 cl(').� If '1 ^ '2 2 cl(') or '1 _ '2 2 cl('), then '1 2 cl(') and '2 2 cl(').� If AX' 2 cl(') or EX' 2 cl('), then ' 2 cl(').� If �y:f(y) 2 cl('), then f(�y:f(y)) 2 cl(').� If �y:f(y) 2 cl('), then f(�y:f(y)) 2 cl(').For example, for ' = �y:(q_(p^EXy)), cl(') = f'; q_(p^EX'); q; p^EX'; p;EX'g. Itfollows from a result of [Koz83] that for every �-calculus formula ', the number of elements incl(') is linear with respect to a reduced DAG representation of '. Accordingly, as with CTL?,we de�ne size k'k of ' as the number of elements in cl(').Given a Kripke structure K = hAP;W;R;w0; Li, and a set fy1; : : : ; yng of free variables, avaluation V : fy1; : : : ; yng ! 2W is an assignment of subsets of W to the variables fy1; : : : ; yng.For a valuation V, a variable y, and a set W 0 � W , we denote by V[y  W 0] the valuationobtained from V by assigningW 0 to y. A formula ' with free variables fy1; : : : ; yng is interpretedover the structure K as a mapping 'K from valuations to 2W . Thus, 'K(V) denotes the set ofstates that satisfy ' with the valuation V. The mapping 'K is de�ned inductively as follows:� trueK(V) =W and falseK(V) = ;;� For p 2 AP , we have pK(V) = fw 2W : p 2 L(w)g and (:p)K(V) = fw 2W : p 62 L(w)g;� For yi 2 APV , we have yKi (V) = V(yi);� ('1 ^ '2)K(V) = 'K1 (V) \ 'K2 (V);� ('1 _ '2)K(V) = 'K1 (V) [ 'K2 (V);� (AX')K(V) = fw 2W : 8w0 such that hw;w0i 2 R; we have w0 2 'K(V)g;� (EX')K (V) = fw 2W : 9w0 such that hw;w0i 2 R and w0 2 'K(V)g;� (�y:f(y))K(V) = TfW 0 �W : fK(V[y  W 0]) �W 0g;� (�y:f(y))K(V) = SfW 0 �W : W 0 � fK(V[y  W 0])g.Note that no valuation is required for a sentence. For a state w 2 W and a sentence ',we say that w j= ' i� w 2 'K . For example, the �-calculus formula �y:(q _ (p ^ EXy)) isequivalent to the CTL formula EpUq.A �-calculus formula is alternation free if, for all y 2 APV , there are respectively nooccurrences of � (�) on any syntactic path from an occurrence of �y (�y) to an occurrenceof y. For example, the formula �x:(p _ �y:(x _ EXy)) is alternation free and the formula8



�x:�y:((p ^ x) _ EXy) is not alternation free. The alternation-free �-calculus is a subset of�-calculus containing only alternation-free formulas.A �-calculus formula is guarded if for all y 2 APV , all the occurrences of y that are in ascope of a �xpoint modality � are also in a scope of a next modality which is itself in the scopeof �. Thus, a �-calculus sentence is guarded if for all y 2 APV , all the occurrences of y arein the scope of a next modality. For example, the formula �y:(p _ EXy) is guarded and theformula EX�y:(p_ y) is not guarded. We assume that all �-calculus formulas are guarded. Bythe theorem below, stated without a proof in [BB87], this can be done without loss of generality.Theorem 2.1 Given a �-calculus formula, we can construct, in linear time, an equivalentguarded formula.Proof: We �rst de�ne a functionnew : �-calculus formulas� f�; �g �APV ! �-calculus formulas:The formula new('; �; y) is obtained from ' by replacing with false every occurrence of y thatis not in a scope of a modality. Similarly, new('; �; y) is obtained from ' by replacing withtrue every occurrence of y that is not in a scope of a modality. Formally, we de�ne new('; �; y)by induction on the structure of ' as follows:� new(y; �; y) = false. � new(y; �; y) = true.� new('1 ^ '2; �; y) = new('1; �; y) ^ new('2; �; y).� new('1 _ '2; �; y) = new('1; �; y) _ new('2; �; y).� For all ' that di�er from y; '1 ^ '2, or '1 _ '2, we have new('; �; y) = '.For example, new(y _ p _EXy; �; y) = p _EXy. We now prove that for all �; y, and f(y), wehave �y:f(y) = �y:new(f; �; y)(y):We consider here the case where � = �. The proof for the case � = � is symmetric. By thesemantics of �-calculus, for a Kripke structure K = hAP;W;R;w0; Li and every w 2 W andvaluation V for the free variables (except y) in f(y), we have that w 2 �y:f(y)K(V) if and onlyif w 2 TfW 0 �W : fK(V[y  W 0]) �W 0g. For every W 0 �W , we prove thatfK(V[y  W 0]) �W 0 if and only if new(f; �; y)K(V[y  W 0]) �W 0:Assume �rst that fK(V[y  W 0]) �W 0. As for every valuation V 0 we have new(f; �; y)K(V 0) �fK(V 0), clearly new(f; �; y)K(V[y  W 0]) � W 0. For the second direction, we assume that fis given in a disjunctive normal form. We prove that if new(f; �; y)K(V[y  W 0]) � W 0, thenfor every w, if there exists a disjunct g in f such that w 2 gK(V[y  W 0]), then w 2 W 0. Itfollows that fK(V[y  W 0]) � W 0. Let g be such that w 2 gK(V[y  W 0]). We consider twocases. 9



1. If g = new(g; �; y), then w 2 new(f; �; y)K(V[y  W 0]), and since new(f; �; y)K(V[y  W 0]) �W 0, we are done.2. Otherwise, there is a conjunct y in g and it must be that gK(V[y  W 0]) � W 0. Hence,we are also done.At �rst glance, it might appear that to transform a �-calculus formula into an equiva-lent guarded formula, it is su�cient to replace all subformulas �y:f(y) by �y:new(f; �; y)(y).However, this transformation only ensures that the occurrences of y are in the scope of somemodality, not necessarily of a next modality. Fortunately, one can easily work around thisproblem as follows. First notice that for the syntactically innermost �y:f(y), we have that�y:new(f; �; y)(y) puts all occurrences of y in the scope of a next modality. So, we start thetransformation with the innermost �-formulas. Now, consider a �z:g(z) on the next outer syn-tactic level. In �z:new(g; �; z)(z), the variable z can appear within an inner �y:new(f; �; y)(y)without being in the scope of a next modality. To avoid this, instead of replacing the inner�y:f(y) by �y:new(f; �; y)(y), we replace it bynew(f; �; y)(�y:new(f; �; y)(y)); (1)which is semantically equivalent. In new(f; �; y), all the occurrences of y are in the scope of anext modality. Therefore, in (1), all occurrences of variables (e.g. z) that are in the scope ofsome modality are in the scope of a next modality. Thus, after this transformation, replacing�z:g(z) by �z:new(g; �; z)(z) ensures that all occurrences of z are in the scope of a next modality,and replacing �z:g(z) by new(g; �; z)(�z:new(g; �; z)(z)) allows the same transformation to bealso used at the next outer syntactic level. Proceeding likewise to the outermost syntacticlevel we obtain an equivalent guarded formula. Finally, notice that for the outermost �z:g(z),replacing it by �z:new(g; �; z)(z) is su�cient since there is no outer �xpoint modality. InFigure 1, we describe the translation procedure guard( ) formally. The procedure operates onformulas represented as reduced DAGs. It uses the function order , which, given a �-calculusformula  , returns an ordered list of the � and � subformulas of  that preserves the subformulaorder.For example, translation of the formula  = �y:(p_�z:(y_ (z^AXz))) proceeds as follows.1. order ( ) = h�z:(y _ (z ^AXz));  i.2. new(y _ (z ^AXz); �; z)(z) = y _AXz.3. Therefore, new(y_(z^AXz); �; z)(�z:new(y_(z^AXz); �; z)(z)) = y_AX(�z:y_AXz).4. new(p _ y _AX(�z:y _AXz); �; y)(y) = p _AX(�z:y _AXz).5. Therefore, �y:new(p _ y _AX(�z:y _AXz); �; y)(y) = �y:p _AX(�z:y _AXz).10



procedure guard( );let h�1y1:'1; �2y2:'2; : : : ; �nyn:'ni = order ( );for i = 1 : : : n� 1 dolet  :=  with �iyi:'i replaced by new('i; �i; yi)(�iyi:new('i; �i; yi)(yi))od;let  :=  with �nyn:'n replaced by �nyn:new('n; �n; yn)(yn));return  .Figure 1: Translating a formula to an equivalent guarded formulaWe now consider the size, kguard ( )k, of the guarded formula obtained from  . First, notethat for all '; �, and y, we have knew('; �; y)(y)k � k'(y)k. Therefore, the only potentialblow up in guard ( ) originates from the replacement of subformulas �y:'(y) by '0(�y:'0(y)),for '0 with k'0k � k'k. However, since by de�nition '0(�y:'0(y)) 2 cl(�y:'0(y)), this does notincrease the size of the resulting formula.2.2 Alternating Tree AutomataA tree is a set T � IN� such that if x � c 2 T where x 2 IN� and c 2 IN, then also x 2 T , andfor all 0 � c0 < c, x � c0 2 T . The elements of T are called nodes, and the empty word " is theroot of T . For every x 2 T , the nodes x � c where c 2 IN are the successors of x. The numberof successors of x is called the degree of x and is denoted by d(x). A node is a leaf if it has nosuccessors. A path � of a tree T is a set � � T such that " 2 � and for every x 2 �, either x isa leaf or there exists a unique c 2 IN such that x � c 2 �. Given an alphabet �, a �-labeled treeis a pair hT; V i where T is a tree and V : T ! � maps each node of T to a letter in �. Notethat an in�nite word in �! can be viewed as a �-labeled tree in which the degree of all nodesis 1. Of special interest to us are �-labeled trees in which � = 2AP for some set AP of atomicpropositions. We call such �-labeled trees computation trees. A computation tree hT; V i with� = 2AP can be viewed as the Kripke structure KhT;V i = hAP; T;RT ; "; V i, where RT (x; x0) i�x0 is a successor of x in T . We sometimes refer to satisfaction of temporal logic formulas in acomputation tree, meaning their satisfaction in this Kripke structure. Given a set D � IN, aD-tree is a computation tree in which all the nodes have degree in D.Automata over in�nite trees (tree automata) run over �-labeled trees that have no leaves[Tho90]. Alternating automata generalize nondeterministic tree automata and were �rst intro-duced in [MS87] (see [Slu85] for alternating automata on �nite trees). For simplicity, we refer�rst to automata over binary trees (i.e., when T = f0; 1g�). Consider a nondeterministic treeautomaton A = h�; Q; �; q0; F i, where � is the input alphabet, Q is a �nite set of states, � isa transition function, q0 2 Q is an initial state, and F speci�es the acceptance condition (a11



condition that de�nes a subset of Q!; we de�ne several types of acceptance conditions below).The transition relation � : Q � � ! 2S2 maps an automaton state q 2 Q and an input letter� 2 � to a set of pairs of states. Each such pair suggests a nondeterministic choice for theautomaton's next con�guration. When the automaton is in a state q as it reads a node x labeledby a letter �, it proceeds by �rst choosing a pair hq1; q2i 2 �(q; �), and then splitting into twocopies. One copy enters the state q1 and proceeds to the node x � 0 (the left successor of x),and the other copy enters the state q2 and proceeds to the node x � 1 (the right successor of x).For a given set X, let B+(X) be the set of positive Boolean formulas over X (i.e., Booleanformulas built from elements in X using ^ and _), where we also allow the formulas true andfalse and, as usual, ^ has precedence over _. For a set Y � X and a formula � 2 B+(X), wesay that Y satis�es � i� assigning true to elements in Y and assigning false to elements inX nY makes � true. We can represent the transition relation � of a nondeterministic automatonon binary trees using B+(f0; 1g �Q). For example, �(q; �) = fhq1; q2i; hq3; q1ig can be writtenas �(q; �) = (0; q1) ^ (1; q2) _ (0; q3) ^ (1; q1), meaning that the automaton can choose betweentwo possibilities. In the �rst, the copy that proceeds to direction 0 enters the state q1 and theone that proceeds to direction 1 enters the state q2. In the second, the copy that proceeds todirection 0 enters the state q3 and the one that proceeds to direction 1 enters the state q1.In nondeterministic tree automata, each conjunction in � has exactly one element associatedwith each direction. In alternating automata over binary trees, �(q; �) can be an arbitraryformula from B+(f0; 1g �Q). We can have, for instance, a transition�(q; �) = (0; q1) ^ (0; q2) _ (0; q2) ^ (1; q2) ^ (1; q3):The above transition illustrates that several copies may go to the same direction and thatthe automaton is not required to send copies to all the directions. Formally, a �nite alternat-ing automaton over in�nite binary trees is a tuple A = h�; Q; �; q0; F i as in nondeterministicautomata, only that the transition function is now � : Q� �! B+(f0; 1g �Q).We now generalize alternating automata to trees where nodes can have varying degrees. Aswe consider �nite automata (and thus, in particular, automata with a �nite transition function),our generalization is restricted to trees for which the set of all possible degrees is �nite and knownin advance. Explicitly, we require that each automaton has a �nite set D � IN of possibledegrees, speci�ed in its de�nition. Then, the transition function is � : Q���D ! B+(IN�Q)with the requirement that for every k 2 D, we have �(q; �; k) 2 B+(f0; : : : ; k � 1g �Q). Thus,q, � and k are all arguments of the transition function. When the automaton is in a state qas it reads a node that is labeled by a letter � and has k successors, it applies the transition�(q; �; k). For each q 2 Q and � 2 �, we denote Wk2D �(q; �; k) by �(q; �). We de�ne the sizekAk of an automaton A = h�;D; Q; �; q0; F i as jDj + jQj + jF j + k�k, where jDj, jQj, and jF jare the respective cardinalities of the sets D, Q, and F , and where k�k is the sum of the lengthsof the nonidentically false formulas that appear as �(q; �; k) for some q 2 Q, � 2 �, and k 2 D12



(note that the restriction to nonidentically false formulas is to avoid an unnecessary jQj � j�j � jDjminimal size for �).A run of an alternating automaton A over a tree hT; V i is a tree hTr; ri in which the rootis labeled by q0 and every other node is labeled by an element of IN� � Q. Each node of Trcorresponds to a node of T . A node in Tr, labeled by (x; q), describes a copy of the automatonthat reads the node x of T and visits the state q. Note that many nodes of Tr can correspond tothe same node of T ; in contrast, in a run of a nondeterministic automaton over hT; V i there is aone-to-one correspondence between the nodes of the run and the nodes of the tree. The labelsof a node and its successors have to satisfy the transition function. Formally, a run hTr; ri is a�r-labeled tree where �r = IN� �Q and hTr; ri satis�es the following:1. r(") = ("; q0).2. Let y 2 Tr with r(y) = (x; q) and �(q; V (x); d(x)) = �. Then there is a (possibly empty)set S = f(c0; q0); (c1; q1); : : : ; (cn; qn)g � f0; : : : ; d(x) � 1g � Q, such that the followinghold:� S satis�es �, and� for all 0 � i � n, we have y � i 2 Tr and r(y � i) = (x � ci; qi).For example, if hT; V i is a binary tree with V (") = a and �(q0; a; 2) = ((0; q1) _ (0; q2)) ^((0; q3)_ (1; q2)), then, at level 1, hTr; ri includes a node labeled (0; q1) or a node labeled (0; q2),and includes a node labeled (0; q3) or a node labeled (1; q2). Note that if, for some y, thetransition function � has the value true, then y need not have successors. Also, � can neverhave the value false in a run.A run hTr; ri is accepting if all its in�nite paths satisfy the acceptance condition. Weconsider here B�uchi, Rabin, Streett, and parity acceptance conditions. Given a run hTr; ri andan in�nite path � � Tr, let inf(�) � Q be such that q 2 inf(�) if and only if there are in�nitelymany y 2 � for which Vr(y) 2 IN� � fqg. That is, inf(�) contains exactly all the states thatappear in�nitely often in �. The four acceptance conditions are de�ned as follows.� A path � satis�es a B�uchi acceptance condition F � Q if and only if inf(�) \ F 6= ;.� A path � satis�es a Rabin acceptance condition F = fhG1; B1i; : : : ; hGm; Bmig, where for1 � i � m, Gi � Q and Bi � Q, if and only if there exists a pair hGi; Bii 2 F for whichinf(�) \Gi 6= ; and inf(�) \Bi = ;.� A path � satis�es a Streett acceptance condition F = fhG1; B1i; : : : ; hGm; Bmig, wherefor 1 � i � m, Gi � Q and Bi � Q, if and only if for all pairs hGi; Bii 2 F , eitherinf(�) \Gi = ; or inf(�) \Bi 6= ;. 13



� A path � satis�es a parity acceptance condition F = fF1; F2; : : : ; Fkg with F1 � F2 �� � � � Fk i� the minimal index i for which inf(�) \ Fi 6= ; is even. The number k of setsin F is called the index of the automaton.An automaton accepts a tree if and only if there exists a run that accepts it. We denote byL(A) the set of all �-labeled trees that A accepts. Note that if D is a singleton, then A runsover trees with a �xed branching degree. We then say that A is a �xed arity tree automaton.In particular, note that an alternating automaton over in�nite words is simply an alternatingautomaton over in�nite trees with D = f1g. Formally, we de�ne an alternating automaton overin�nite words as A = h�; Q; �; q0; F i where � : Q� �! B+(Q).In [MSS86], Muller et al. introduce weak alternating automata (WAAs). In a WAA, wehave a B�uchi acceptance condition F � Q and there exists a partition of Q into disjoint sets,Q1; : : : ; Qm, such that for each set Qi, either Qi � F , in which case Qi is an accepting set, orQi\F = ;, in which case Qi is a rejecting set. In addition, there exists a partial order � on thecollection of the Qi's such that for every q 2 Qi and q0 2 Qj for which q0 occurs in �(q; �; k), forsome � 2 � and k 2 D, we have Qj � Qi. Thus, transitions from a state in Qi lead to statesin either the same Qi or a lower one. It follows that every in�nite path of a run of a WAAultimately gets \trapped" within some Qi. The path then satis�es the acceptance condition ifand only if Qi is an accepting set. Indeed, a run visits in�nitely many states in F if and only ifit gets trapped in an accepting set. We sometimes refer to the type of an automaton, meaningits acceptance condition, and its being weak or not weak.We call the partition of Q into sets the weakness partition and we call the partial orderover the sets of the weakness partition the weakness order. Often (in particular, in all thecases we consider in this work) a WAA is given together with its weakness partition and order.Otherwise, as we claim below, these can be induced by the partition of the graph of the WAAinto maximal strongly connected components (MSCCs). Formally, given A, let GA be a directedgraph induced by A; that is, the vertices of GA are states in A and there is an edge from vertexq to vertex q0 i� there is a transition in A from the state q that involves the state q0. LetC1; : : : ; Cn be a partition of GA to maximal strongly connected components. That is, for everyCi and for every two vertices q and q0 in Ci, there is a path from q to q0 and from q0 to q, and forevery vertex q00, the set Ci [ fq00g no longer satis�es this condition. Since the partition to theMSCCs is maximal, there is a partial order � between them so that Ci � Cj i� Ci is reachablefrom Cj.Theorem 2.2 Given a WAA A, the partition of its states to maximal strongly connected com-ponents is a weakness partition with a weakness order �.Proof: Let C1; : : : ; Cn be the MSCCs of GA. We show that each Ci is either contained in For disjoint from F . Since A is weak, there is weakness partition Q1; : : : ; Qm for A. We claimthat the partition to the Ci's re�nes the partition to the Qi's, in the sense that each set Qi is a14



union of maximal strongly connected components. Indeed, since there is a path between everytwo states in a strongly connected component, all the states of a component must belong to thesame set Qi. Now, since each Qi is either contained in F or disjoint from F , the same holds forall the maximal strongly connected components, and we are done.It follows, by [Tar72], that when a weakness partition and order are not given, they can befound in linear running time.Remark 2.3 Since the modalities of conventional temporal logics, such as CTL? and the �-calculus, do not distinguish between the various successors of a node (that is, they imposerequirements either on all the successors of the node or on some successor), the alternatingtree automata that one gets by translating formulas to automata are of a special structure, inwhich whenever the automaton reads a node x and a state s is sent to direction c, the state sis sent to all the directions c0 2 d(x), in either a disjunctive or conjunctive manner. Formally,following the notations in [GW99], the formulas in B+(f0; : : : ; k � 1g � Q) that appear intransitions �(q; �; k) of such alternating tree automata are members of B+(f2;3g �Q), where2s stands for Vc2f0;:::;k�1g(c; s) and 3s stands for Wc2f0;:::;k�1g(c; s). We say that an alternatingtree automaton is symmetric if it has the special structure described above. As detailed inSection 4, all the alternating tree automata we use in this work are symmetric, and thus canalso be described using transitions in B+(f2;3g �Q).3 Alternating Automata and Model CheckingIn this section we introduce an automata-theoretic approach to model checking for branchingtemporal logic. The model-checking problem for a branching temporal logic is as follows.Given a Kripke structure K and a branching temporal formula  , determine whether K j= . Recall that for linear temporal logic, each Kripke structure may correspond to in�nitelymany computations. Model checking is thus reduced to checking inclusion between the set ofcomputations allowed by the Kripke structure and the language of an automaton describingthe formula [VW86a]. For branching temporal logic, each Kripke structure corresponds to asingle non-deterministic computation. On that account, model checking is reduced to checkingthe membership of this computation in the language of the automaton describing the formula[Wol89]. We show here that alternating automata are the suitable framework for automata-based model-checking algorithms. Alternation is used to reduce the size of the automaton fromexponential in the length of  to linear in the length of  .A Kripke structureK = hAP;W;R;w0; Li can be viewed as a tree hTK ; VKi that correspondsto the unwinding of K from w0. Formally, for every node w, let d(w) denote the degree of w(i.e., the number of successors that w has, and note that for all w we have d(w) � 1), and let15



succR(w) = hw0; : : : ; wd(w)�1i be an ordered list of w's R-successors (we assume that the nodesof W are ordered). We de�ne TK and VK inductively as follows:1. VK(") = w0.2. For y 2 TK with succR(VK(y)) = hw0; : : : ; wmi and for 0 � i � m, we have y � i 2 TK andVK(y � i) = wi.We will sometimes view hTK ; VKi as a computation tree over 2AP , taking the label of anode to be L(VK(x)) instead of VK(x). Which interpretation is intended will be clear from thecontext.Let  be a branching temporal formula and let D � IN be the set of degrees of a Kripkestructure K. Suppose that AD; is an alternating automaton that accepts exactly all the D-trees that satisfy  . Consider a product of K and AD; ; i.e., an automaton that accepts thelanguage L(AD; ) \ fhTK ; VKig. The language of this product either contains the single treehTK ; VKi, in which case K j=  , or is empty, in which case K 6j=  . This discussion suggeststhe following automata-based model-checking algorithm. Given a branching temporal formula and a Kripke structure K with degrees in D, proceed as follows.(1) Construct the alternating automaton AD; .(2) Construct an alternating automaton AK; = K � AD; by taking the product of Kand AD; . This automaton simulates a run of AD; over hTK ; VKi.(3) Output \Yes" if L(AK; ) 6= ;, and \No", otherwise.The type of AD; and, consequently, the type of AK; as well as the complexity of itsnonemptiness test, depend on the logic in which  is speci�ed. The crucial point in our approachis that the automaton AK; can be de�ned as a word automaton over a 1-letter alphabet; thisreduces the complexity of the nonemptiness test. In the remainder of this section we discussthe 1-letter nonemptiness problem and present the product automaton AK; .3.1 The 1-letter Nonemptiness ProblemThe nonemptiness problem for nondeterministic word automata is reducible to the 1-letternonemptiness problem for them; instead of checking the nonemptiness of an automaton A =h�; Q; �; q0; F i, one can check the nonemptiness of the automaton A0 = hfag; Q; �0; q0; F i, wherefor all q 2 Q, we have �0(q; a) = S�2� �(q; �). It is easy to see that if A accepts some word,then A0 accepts a!. Also, as each transition of A0 originates from a transition of A, it is nothard to see that if A0 accepts a!, then there exists a word that is accepted by A. One way toview this is that A0 �rst guesses an input word and then proceeds like A over this word.16



This reduction, however, is not valid for alternating word automata: if A0 accepts a!, it isstill not guaranteed that A accepts some word! Indeed, a necessary condition for the validityof the reduction is that the points of the run of A0 that correspond to the same su�x guess thesame �-labeling for this su�x, but nothing enforces this. This problem does not occur whenA is de�ned over a singleton alphabet, because there is only one possible word. (Note howeverthat this simpli�cation does not hold for �nite words since the length of the word is then adistinguishing factor.)The theorem below relates the complexity of the nonemptiness problem for various classesof automata on in�nite words.A formula in B+(X) is simple if it either atomic, true, false, or has the form x � y, where� 2 f^;_g and x; y 2 X. An alternating automaton is simple if all its transitions are simple.Thus, in each transition, a simple alternating automaton splits into two copies in either auniversal or an existential (when � is _) mode. Note that states of a 1-letter simple alternatingautomaton corresponds to nodes in an AND/OR graph.Theorem 3.1 For automata of a given type (i.e., B�uchi, Rabin, Street, weak or not, . . . ), thefollowing three problems are intereducible in linear time and logarithmic space.1. 1-letter nonemptiness of alternating word automata.2. 1-letter nonemptiness of simple alternating word automata.3. Nonemptiness of nondeterministic �xed-arity tree automata.Proof: We prove the theorem by reducing problem 1 to problem 2, reducing problem 2 toproblem 3, and reducing problem 3 to problem 1. Before we get to the proof we de�ne thetwo functions deate: B+(IN �Q) ! B+(Q) and inate: B+(Q) ! B+(IN�Q). For a formula� 2 B+(IN�Q), the formula deate(�) is the formula obtained from � by replacing each atom(c; q) in � by the atom q. The function inate is de�ned with respect to an enumerationq0; q1; : : : ; qn of the states in Q. For a formula � 2 B+(Q), the formula inate(�) is the formulain B+(f0; : : : ng � Q) obtained from � by replacing each atom qc in � by the atom (c; qc). Forexample,� deate(((0; q0) ^ (0; q2)) _ ((0; q2) ^ (1; q2) ^ (1; q1))) = (q0 ^ q2) _ (q2 ^ q2 ^ q1).� inate((q0 ^ q2) _ (q2 ^ q2 ^ q1)) = ((0; q0) ^ (2; q2)) _ ((2; q2) ^ (2; q2) ^ (1; q1)).We start by reducing problem 1 to problem 2. Given an alternating word automatonA = hfag; Q; �; q0; F i, we de�ne an alternating word automaton A0 = hfag; Q0; �0; q0; F 0i, suchthat for all q 2 Q0, the formula �0(q; a) is simple, and L(A) 6= ; i� L(A0) 6= ;. The idea is thatsince all the su�xes of a! are the same, we can regard transitions of A0 as "-transitions and17



replace a transition in � with several simple transitions in �0. This requires an extension of thestate set of A with at most the number of subformulas of transitions in �. We assume, withoutloss of generality, that for all q 2 Q, the parse tree of the formula �(q; a) is binary; that is,�(q; a) is either true, false, or has the form �1 ��2 (� denotes ^ or _). We de�ne Q0 inductivelyas follows:� For every q 2 Q, we have q 2 Q0.� For every q 2 Q with �(q; a) = �1 � �2, we have �1 2 Q0 and �2 2 Q0.� For every �1 � �2 2 Q0, we have �1 2 Q0 and �2 2 Q0.Thus, a state in Q0 is either q 2 Q, or �1 � �2 2 B+(Q). Moreover, Q0 contains all the formulasin B+(Q) that are strict subformulas of transitions in �. We de�ne �0 as follows:� �0(q; a) = �(q; a). That is, if �(q; a) is true or false, so is �0(q; a). Otherwise, �(q; a) is ofthe form �1 � �2, in which case the subformulas �1 and �2 are regarded in �0(q; a) as states.� �0(�1 � �2; a) = �1 � �2.It is easy to see that all the transitions in �0 are simple.Consider the alphabets � = IN��Q and �0 = IN��Q0, and consider an in�nite word b0 over�0. The (possibly �nite) word b0j� is obtained from b0 by restricting it to its letters in �. We saythat a word b0 over �0 corresponds to a word b over � i� b0j� = b. Consider a run hT 0; r0i of A0(recall that one can regard a run of an alternating word automaton as a run of an alternatingtree automaton with D = f1g). For every F � Q and for every path �0 � T 0, we have that �0visits in�nitely many states in F i� so does �0j�. Accordingly, as all our acceptance conditionsonly refer to visiting subsets of Q in�nitely often, we de�ne F 0 = F .Every run hT; ri of A corresponds to a run hT 0; r0i of A0, in the sense that for each path� � T there exists a path �0 � T 0 such that r0(�0) corresponds to r(�), and vice versa. Indeed,the run hT 0; r0i proceeds exactly as hT; ri, only in \smaller steps". Similarly, each run hT 0; r0i ofA0 corresponds to a run hT; ri of A. Here, hT; ri proceeds in \larger steps". By the de�nitionof �0, it is guaranteed that, when necessary, A can cluster several transitions of A0 into a singletransition. Since F 0 = F , we thus have that hT; ri is accepting i� hT 0; r0i is accepting. Thus,L(A) 6= ; i� L(A0) 6= ;.We prove that A and A0 are of the same type. Clearly, they agree on the type of theiracceptance conditions. We show that if A is weak then so is A0. Let fQ1; Q2; : : : ; Qng be thepartition of Q into sets such that Q1 � : : : � Qn is an extension of the partial order to a totalorder. We de�ne a partition fQ01; Q02; : : : ; Q0ng of Q0 as follows. A state q0 2 Q0 is a member ofQ0i i� one of the following holds.1. q0 2 Qi, or 18



2. i = minfj : q0 is a subformula of �(q; a) for q 2 Qjg.That is, a state that corresponds to a state ofA remains in its set there. A state associated with asubformula � joins the least Qi from which � is reachable. It is easy to see that fQ01; Q02; : : : ; Q0ngis a valid partition, with the ordering Q01 � : : : � Q0n.We now reduce problem 2 to problem 3. Let A = hfag; Q; �; q0; F i be a simple alternatingword automaton. Consider the alternating tree automaton A0 = hfag; fng; Q; �0 ; q0; F i, wheren = jQj and for all q 2 Q we have that �0(q; a; n) =inate(�(q; a)). The fact that the transitionsin � are simple guarantees that so are the transitions in �0. Also, the de�nition of inateguarantees that for all q 2 Q and all atoms (i; qj) in �0(q; a; n), we have that i = j. Thus,if �0(q; a; n) is a conjunction that sends two copies of the automaton to the same direction,then these copies enter the same state and they are equivalent to a single copy sent to thisdirection. Hence, A0 can be viewed as a nondeterministic tree automaton. Formally, let A00 =hfag; fng; Q00; �00; q0; F 00i be a nondeterministic tree automaton, where� n = jQj,� Q00 = Q [ fqaccg,� �00 : Q00 � fag � fng ! 2Q00n is de�ned as follows.{ If �0(q; a; n) = true, then �00(q; a; n) = fhqacc; qacc; : : : ; qaccig.{ If �0(q; a; n) = false, then �00(q; a; n) = ;.{ If �0(q; a; n) = (c1; qc1) ^ (c2; qc2), then �00(q; a; n) = fhs0; s1; : : : ; sn�1ig, where sc1 =qc1 , sc2 = qc2 , and si = qacc for i 62 fc1; c2g.{ If �0(q; a; n) = (c1; qc1)_(c2; qc2), then �00(q; a; n) = fhs10; s11; : : : ; s1n�1i; hs20; s21; : : : ; s2n�1ig,where s1c1 = qc1 , s2c2 = qc2 , and sji = qacc for (j; i) 62 f(1; c1); (2; c2)g.{ �00(qacc; a; n) = fhqacc; qacc; : : : ; qaccig.� F 00 extends F by making qacc an accepting sink. Thus, for example, if A0 is a B�uchiautomaton, then F 00 = F [ fqaccg.Clearly, L(A0) = L(A00). We show that L(A) 6= ; i� L(A0) 6= ;. Assume �rst that L(A) 6= ;.Then, there exists an accepting run hT; ri of A over a!. It is easy to see that the tree hT; r0i,in which r0(") = r(") and for all y � c 2 T with r0(y) = (x; q) and r(y � c) = (0jxj+1; qi), we haver0(y � c) = (x � i; qi), is an accepting run of A0 over the a-labeled jQj-ary tree. Assume nowthat L(A0) 6= ;. Then, there exists an accepting run hT; r0i of A0 over the a-labeled jQj-arytree. It is easy to see that the tree hT; ri, in which for all y 2 T with r0(y) = (x; q) we haver(y) = (0jxj; q), is an accepting run of A over a!. It is also easy to see that the type of A ispreserved. 19



It is left to reduce problem 3 to problem 1. The nonemptiness problem for nondeterministictree automata is reducible to their 1-letter nonemptiness problem [Rab69]. In addition, thereduction preserves the type of the automaton. Hence, as nondeterministic tree automata area special case of alternating tree automata, we reduce the problem of 1-letter nonemptiness foralternating �xed-arity tree automata to problem 1.Consider a 1-letter alternating tree automaton A over n-ary trees. Since the 1-letter n-arytree is homogeneous (that is, all its subtrees are identical), then it is not important to whichdirection A sends new copies in each of its transitions. Thus, we can assume, without loss ofgenerality, that for every atom (i; qj) in the transitions of A we have that i = j. Given an alter-nating tree automaton A = hfag; fng; Q; �; q0 ; F i with this property, consider the alternatingword automaton A0 = hfag; Q; �0; q0; F i, where for all q 2 Q we have �0(q; a) =deate(�(q; a; n)).We show that L(A) 6= ; i� L(A0) 6= ;. Intuitively, since the 1-letter tree that could be acceptedis unique, its branching structure is not important.Assume �rst that L(A) 6= ;. Then, there exists an accepting run hT; ri of A over the n-arya-labeled tree. It is easy to see that the tree hT; r0i, in which for all y 2 T with r(y) = (x; q)we have r0(y) = (0jxj; q), is an accepting run of A0 over a!. Assume now that L(A0) 6= ;. Then,there exists an accepting run hT; r0i of A0 over a!. Consider the tree hT; ri in which r(") = r0(")and for all y � c 2 T with r(y) = (x; q) and r0(y � c) = (0jxj+1; qi), we have r(y � c) = (x � i; qi).As we assumed that all atoms (i; qj) in � have i = j, it is easy to see that hT; ri is an acceptingrun of A. Clearly, the reduction preserves the type of A.We will study later in the paper the complexity of the 1-letter nonemptiness problem.3.2 The Product AutomatonIn this section we present the core step of our approach. Given the alternating tree automatonAD; and a Kripke structure K, we de�ne their product AK; as a 1-letter alternating wordautomaton. Thus, taking the product with K gives us two things. First, we move from a treeautomaton to a word automaton. Second, we move from an automaton over an alphabet 2APto a 1-letter automaton. Obviously, the nonemptiness problem for tree automata can not, ingeneral, be reduced to the nonemptiness problem of word automata. Also, as discussed above,the nonemptiness problem for alternating word automata cannot, in general, be reduced to the1-letter nonemptiness problem. It is taking the product with K that makes both reductionsvalid here. Since each state in AK; is associated with a state w of K, then each state has theexact information as to which subtree of hTK ; VKi it is responsible for (i.e., which subtree itwould have run over if AK; had not been a 1-letter word automaton). The branching structureof hTK ; VKi and its 2AP -labeling are thus embodied in the states of AK; . In particular, it isguaranteed that all the copies of the product automaton that start in a certain state, say oneassociated with w, follow the same labeling: the one that corresponds to computations of Kthat start in w. 20



Let AD; = h2AP ;D; Q ; � ; q0; F i be an alternating tree automaton that accepts exactlyall theD-trees that satisfy  (the details of the construction ofAD; depend on the logic in which is speci�ed; we consider some examples in the next section) and let K = hAP;W;R;w0; Li bea Kripke structure with degrees in D. The product automaton of AD; and K is an alternatingword automaton AK; = hfag;W �Q ; �; hw0; q0i; F i where � and F are de�ned as follows:� Let q 2 Q , w 2 W , succR(w) = hw0; : : : ; wd(w)�1i, and � (q; L(w); d(w)) = �. Then�(hw; qi; a) = �0, where �0 is obtained from � by replacing each atom (c; q0) in � by theatom hwc; q0i.� The acceptance condition F is de�ned according to the acceptance condition F ofAD; . If F � Q is a B�uchi condition, then F = W � F is also a B�uchi condi-tion. If F = fhG1; B1i; : : : ; hGm; Bmig is a Rabin (or Streett) condition, then F =fhW �G1;W �B1i; : : : ; hW �Gm;W �Bmig is also a Rabin (or Streett) condition.It is easy to see that AK; is of the same type as AD; . In particular, if AD; is a WAA (witha partition fQ1; Q2; : : : ; Qng), then so isAK; (with a partition fW�Q1;W�Q2; : : : ;W�Qng).Proposition 3.2(1) kAK; k = O(kKk � kAD; k).(2) L(AK; ) is nonempty if and only if K j=  .Proof: (1) follows easily from the de�nition of AK; . Indeed, jW �Q j = jW j � jQ j, k�k =jW j � k� k, and jF j = jW j � jF j.To prove (2), we show that L(AK; ) is nonempty if and only if AD; accepts hTK ; VKi.Since AD; accepts exactly all the D-trees that satisfy  , and since all the degrees of TK arein D, the later holds if and only if K j=  . Given an accepting run of AD; over hTK ; VKi, weconstruct an accepting run of AK; . Also, given an accepting run of AK; , we construct anaccepting run of AD; over hTK ; VKi.Assume �rst that AD; accepts hTK ; VKi. Thus, there exists an accepting run hTr; ri ofAD; over hTK ; VKi. Recall that Tr is labeled with IN� �Q . A node y 2 Tr with r(y) = (x; q)corresponds to a copy of AD; that is in the state q and reads the tree obtained by unwindingK from VK(x). Consider the tree hTr; r0i where Tr is labeled with 0� �W �Q and for everyy 2 Tr with r(y) = (x; q), we have r0(y) = (0jxj; VK(x); q). We show that hTr; r0i is an acceptingrun of AK; . In fact, since F = W � F , we only need to show that hTr; r0i is a run of AK; ;acceptance follows from the fact that hTr; ri is accepting. Intuitively, hTr; r0i is a \legal" run,since the W -component in r0 always agrees with VK . This agreement is the only additionalrequirement of � with respect to � . Consider a node y 2 Tr with r(y) = (x; q), VK(x) = w,and succR(w) = hw0; : : : ; wk�1i. Let � (q; w; k) = �. Since hTr; ri is a run of AD; , there exists21



a set f(c0; q0); (c1; q1); : : : ; (cn; qn)g satisfying �, such that the successors of y in Tr are y � i, for1 � i � n, each labeled with (x � ci; qi). In hTr; r0i, by its de�nition, r0(y) = (0jxj; w; q) and thesuccessors of y are y � i, each labeled with (0jx+1j; wci ; qi). Let �(q; a) = �0. By the de�nition of�, the set f(wc0 ; q0); (wc1 ; q1); : : : ; (wcn ; qn)g satis�es �0. Thus, hTr; r0i is a run of AK; .Assume now that AK; accepts a!. Thus, there exists an accepting run hTr; ri of AK; .Recall that Tr is labeled with 0� �W �Q . Consider the tree hTr; r0i labeled with IN� �Q ,where r0(") = ("; q0) and for every y � c 2 Tr with r0(y) 2 fxg �Q and r(y � c) = (0jx+1j; w; q),we have r0(y � c) = (x � i; q), where i is such that VK(x � i) = w. As in the previous direction, itis easy to see that hTr; r0i is an accepting run of AD; over hTK ; VKi.Proposition 3.2 can be viewed as an automata-theoretic generalization of Theorem 4.1 in[EJS93].In conclusion, given an alternating automaton AD; such that AD; accepts exactly all theD-trees that satisfy  , model checking of a Kripke structure K with degrees in D with respectto  is reducible to checking the 1-letter nonemptiness of a word automaton of the same typeas AD; and of size O(kKk�kAD; k). Similar approaches, where Boolean graphs and games areused for model checking and for bisimulation checking are presented in [And92, Lar92, AV95](Boolean graphs) and [Sti96] (games). In the following sections, we show how this approach canbe used to derive, in a uniform way, known complexity bounds for model checking of severalbranching temporal logics, as well as to obtain new space complexity bounds.4 Primary ApplicationsIn the previous section, we presented an automata-based method for model checking of branch-ing temporal logics. The e�ciency of our method depends on the e�ciency of the translation ofbranching temporal logic formulas to automata as well as the e�ciency of the 1-letter nonempti-ness test for them. In this section we present an application of the method with respect to CTL,the alternation-free �-calculus, and the �-calculus.4.1 Model Checking for CTL and Alternation-free �-CalculusVardi and Wolper showed how to solve the satis�ability problem for CTL via an exponentialtranslation of CTL formulas to B�uchi automata over in�nite trees [VW86b]1. Muller et al.provided a simpler proof, via a linear translation of branching dynamic logic formulas to WAAs[MSS88]. We exploit here the ideas of Muller et al. by demonstrating a linear translation fromCTL formulas to WAAs. The idea is simple: each state in the automaton for  correspondsto a subformula of  . The transitions of the automaton then follows the semantics of CTL.1The translation described in [VW86b] handles PDL formulas, but can be easily adjusted to CTL.22



For example, the automaton for the formula EFp has a single state q. When the automatonin state q reads a node in which p holds, its task is completed, and the transition function istrue. When the automaton is state q reads a node in which p does not hold, it sends a copy instate q to one of the successors of the node. The acceptance condition of the automaton is ;,guaranteeing that eventually the automaton reads a node in which p holds.Theorem 4.1 Given a CTL formula  and a set D � IN, we can construct in linear runningtime a WAA AD; = h2AP ;D; cl( ); �;  ; F i such that L(AD; ) is exactly the set of D-treessatisfying  .Proof: The set F of accepting states consists of all the ~U -formulas in cl( ). It remains tode�ne the transition function �. For all � 2 2AP and k 2 D, we de�ne:� �(p; �; k) = true if p 2 �. � �(p; �; k) = false if p 62 �.� �(:p; �; k) = true if p 62 �. � �(:p; �; k) = false if p 2 �.� �('1 ^ '2; �; k) = �('1; �; k) ^ �('2; �; k).� �('1 _ '2; �; k) = �('1; �; k) _ �('2; �; k).� �(AX'; �; k) = Vk�1c=0 (c; ').� �(EX'; �; k) = Wk�1c=0 (c; ').� �(A'1U'2; �; k) = �('2; �; k) _ (�('1; �; k) ^Vk�1c=0 (c; A'1U'2)).� �(E'1U'2; �; k) = �('2; �; k) _ (�('1; �; k) ^Wk�1c=0 (c; E'1U'2)).� �(A'1 ~U'2; �; k) = �('2; �; k) ^ (�('1; �; k) _Vk�1c=0 (c; A'1 ~U'2)).� �(E'1 ~U'2; �; k) = �('2; �; k) ^ (�('1; �; k) _Wk�1c=0 (c; E'1 ~U'2)).The weakness partition and order of AD; are de�ned as follows. Each formula ' 2 cl( )constitutes a (singleton) set f'g in the partition. The partial order is then de�ned by f'1g �f'2g i� '1 2 cl('2). Since each transition of the automaton from a state ' leads to statesassociated with formulas in cl('), the weakness conditions hold. In particular, each set is eithercontained in F or disjoint from F .We now prove the correctness of our construction, namely, that L(AD; ) contains exactlyall the D-trees that satisfy  . We �rst prove that AD; is sound. That is, given an acceptingrun hTr; ri of AD; over a tree hTK ; VKi, we prove that for every y 2 Tr such that r(y) = (x; '),we have VK(x) j= '. Thus, in particular, VK(") j=  . The proof proceeds by induction on thestructure of '. The case where ' is an atomic proposition is immediate and the cases where' is '1 ^ '2, '1 _ '2, AX'1, or EX'1 follow easily, by the induction hypothesis, from the23



de�nition of �. Less immediate are the cases where ' is an U -formula or a ~U -formula. Consider�rst the case where ' is of the form A'1U'2 or E'1U'2. As hTr; ri is an accepting run, itvisits the state ' only �nitely often. Since AD; keeps inheriting ' as long as '2 is not satis�ed,then it is guaranteed, by the de�nition of � and the induction hypothesis, that along all pathsor some path, as required in ', '2 does eventually holds and '1 holds until then. Consider nowthe case where ' is of the form A'1 ~U'2 or E'1 ~U'2. Here, it is guaranteed, by the de�nitionof � and the induction hypothesis, that '2 holds either always or until both '2 and '1 hold.We now prove that AD; is complete. That is, given a D-tree hTK ; VKi such that hTK ; VKi j= , we prove that AD; accepts hTK ; VKi. In fact, we show that there exists an accepting runhTr; ri of AD; over hTK ; VKi. We de�ne hTr; ri as follows. The run starts at the initial state;thus " 2 Tr and r(") = (";  ). The run proceeds maintaining the invariant that for all y 2 Trwith r(y) = (x; '), we have VK(x) j= '. Since hTK ; VKi j=  , the invariant holds for y = ".Also, by the semantic of CTL and the de�nition of �, the run can always proceed such that allthe successors y �c of a node y that satis�es the invariant have r(y �c) = (x0; '0) with VK(x0) j= '0.Finally, the run always try to satisfy eventualities of U -formulas. Thus, whenever ' is of theform A'1U'2 or E'1U'2 and VK(x) j= '2, it proceeds according to �('2; VK(x); d(x)). It iseasy to see that all the paths in such hTr; ri are either �nite or reach a state associated with a~U -formula and stay there thereafter. Thus, hTr; ri is accepting.By the su�cient degree property [ES84], a CTL formula  is satis�able if and only if it issatis�ed in an fng-tree, where n is the number of occurrences of the path quanti�er E in  .Hence, satis�ability of  can be reduced to the nonemptiness of Afng; . As the nonemptinessproblem for WAAs is in exponential time [MSS86], the above described WAAs provide also anexponential-time satis�ability procedure for CTL.Example 4.2 Consider the CTL formula  = A(trueU(Afalse ~Up)). For every D � IN, theWAA associated with  is AD; = hffpg; ;g;D; f ;Afalse ~Upg; �;  ; fAfalse ~Upgi, where � isdescribed in the following table (we restrict AD; to the reachable states).state q �(q; fpg; k) �(q; ;; k) Vk�1c=0 (c; Afalse ~Up) _Vk�1c=0 (c;  ) Vk�1c=0 (c;  )Afalse ~Up Vk�1c=0 (c; Afalse ~Up) falseIn the state  , if p holds in the present, then AD; may either guess that Afalse ~Up, theeventuality of  , is satis�ed in the present, or proceed with Vk�1c=0 (c;  ), which means that therequirement for ful�lling the eventuality of  is postponed to the future. The crucial point isthat since  62 F , in�nite postponing is impossible. In the state Afalse ~Up, AD; expects atree in which p is always true in all paths. Then, it keeps visiting Afalse ~Up forever. SinceAfalse ~Up 2 F , this is permitted. 24



Example 4.3 Consider the CTL formula  = A((EX:p)Ub). For every D � IN, the WAAassociated with  is AD; = h2fp;bg;D; f ;:pg; �;  ; ;i, where � is described in the followingtable (we restrict AD; to its reachable states).state q �(q; fp; bg; k) �(q; fpg; k) �(q; fbg; k) �(q; ;; k) true Wk�1c=0 (c;:p) ^Vk�1c=0 (c;  ) true Wk�1c=0 (c;:p) ^Vk�1c=0 (c;  ):p false false true trueIn the state  , if b does not hold on the present, then AD; requires both EX:p to besatis�ed in the present (that is, :p to be satis�ed in some successor), and  to be satis�ed byall the successors. As  62 F , AD; should eventually reach a node that satis�es b.We now present a similar translation for the alternation-free �-calculus.Theorem 4.4 Given an alternation-free guarded �-calculus formula  and a set D � IN, wecan construct in linear running time a WAA AD; = h2AP ;D; cl( ); �;  ; F i, such that L(AD; )is exactly the set of D-trees satisfying  .Proof: For atomic propositions constants and for formulas of the forms '1^'2; '1^'2; AX',or EX', the transition function � is equal to the one described for CTL. For � and � formulas,and for all � 2 � and k 2 D, we de�ne:� �(�y:f(y); �; k) = �(f(�y:f(y)); �; k).� �(�y:f(y); �; k) = �(f(�y:f(y)); �; k).Note that since  is guarded, it is guaranteed that we have no circularity in the de�nition of �.In order to de�ne F , we de�ne an equivalence relation R over cl(') where'1R'2 i� '1 2 cl('2) and '2 2 cl('1):Since  is alternation free, it is guaranteed that an equivalence class of R cannot contain botha �-formula and a �-formula. A state ' 2 cl( ) belongs to F if and only if it belongs to anequivalence class that contains a �-formula.The weakness partition and order of AD; are induced by R as follows. Each equivalenceclass ofR constitutes a set Qi. We denote each set Qi by ['], for some ' 2 Qi. The partial orderis de�ned by ['1] � ['2] i� '1 2 cl('2). As in CTL, since each transition of the automatonfrom a state ' leads to states associated with formulas in cl('), the weakness conditions hold.In particular, each set is either contained in F or disjoint from F .The correctness proof of the construction is similar to the one for CTL. Here, the de�nitionof F guarantees that an accepting run cannot get trapped in a set with a �-formula, and, on25



the other hand, it is allowed to stay forever in a set with a �-formula. We describe here thesoundness and completeness for the formula �z:f(z). Recall that �z:f(z) is equivalent to theformula f(�z:f(z)). Thus, proceeding according to f(�z:f(z)) is consistent with the semanticsof �-calculus. Assume that hTr; ri is an accepting run over a tree hTK ; VKi. We prove thatfor every ' 2 cl( ) and for every y 2 TK such that r(y) = (x; '), we have VK(x) j= '. As inCTL, the proof proceeds by induction on the structure of '. Let ' = �z:f(z). Since r is anaccepting run, it visits the set ['] only �nitely often. The only possibility of r to escape fromthe set ['] is to proceed to states � that appear in �(f('); �; k)) and for which ' 62 cl(�). Forsuch �, we can employ the induction hypothesis, which implies, by the semantics of �-calculusand the de�nition of �, that VK(x) j= '. For the completeness, we show that if hTK ; VKi j=  ,then there exists an accepting run of AD; over hTK ; VKi. As in CTL, we can de�ne a runhTr; ri such that for all y 2 Tr with r(y) = (x; '), we have VK(x) j= '. Consider a node y 2 Trwith r(y) = (x; �z:f(z)). Let ' = �z:f(z). If VK(x) satis�es ' by satisfying a subformula� of f(�z:f(z)) for which ' 62 cl(�), we say that y is an escape node. By the semantics of�-calculus and the de�nition of �, all the nodes y 2 Tr with r(y) = (x; �z:f(z)) eventually reachan escape node. Hence, the run hTr; ri can proceed to states associated with the correspondingsubformulas � and avoids [']-cycles.Example 4.5 Consider the formula  = �y:(p _ EXAXy). For every D � IN, the WAAassociated with  and D is AD; = hffpg; ;g;D; f ;AX g; �;  ; ;i, where � is described below(we restrict AD; to its reachable states).By de�nition, �(�y:(p _ EXAXy); �; k) = �(p _ EXAX�y:(p _ EXAXy); �; k). Hence wehave: state q �(q; fpg; k) �(q; ;; k) true Wk�1c=0 (c; AX )AX Vk�1c=0 (c;  ) Vk�1c=0 (c;  )In the state  , if p does not hold in the present, AX should be satis�ed in some successor.Since the state set of AD; constitutes a single rejecting set, p should eventually hold.We now turn to study the complexity of the nonemptiness problem for WAAs. We �rstconsider the general nonemptiness problem for them.Theorem 4.6 The nonemptiness problem for weak alternating automata is EXPTIME-complete.Proof: Membership in EXPTIME is proved in [MSS86]. Hardness in EXPTIME follows fromreduction of satis�ability of CTL, proved to be EXPTIME-hard in [FL79].
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Thus, the general nonemptiness problem for WAAs, the one required for solving the satis-�ability problem, cannot be solved e�ciently. For model checking, we do not have to solve thegeneral nonemptiness problem. Taking the product with the Kripke structure, we get a 1-letterWAA over words. As we prove below, the nonemptiness problem for these automata can besolved in linear time. We note that the general nonemptiness problem for WAA over wordsis PSPACE-complete [MH84]. Thus, the transition to a 1-letter automaton is essential. Also,as follows from Theorem 3.1, the best upper-bound known for 1-letter nonemptiness of B�uchialternating word automata is quadratic [VW86b]. Thus, the weakness of the automaton is alsoessential.Theorem 4.7 The 1-letter nonemptiness problem for weak alternating word automata is de-cidable in linear running time.Proof: Following Theorem 3.1, we prove that the 1-letter nonemptiness problem for simpleweak alternating word automata is decidable in linear running time. We present an algorithmwith linear running time for checking the nonemptiness of the language of a simple weak alter-nating word automaton A = hfag; Q; �;Q0 ; �i.The algorithm labels the states of A with either `T', standing for true, or `F', standing forfalse. The intuition is that states q 2 Q for which the language of Aq (i.e., the language of Awith q as the initial state) is nonempty are labeled with `T' and states q for which the languageof Aq is empty are labeled with `F'. The language of A is thus nonempty if and only if theinitial state q0 is labeled with `T'.As A is weak, there exists a partition of Q into disjoint sets Qi such that there exists apartial order � on the collection of the Qi's and such that for every q 2 Qi and q0 2 Qj forwhich q0 occurs in �(q; a), we have that Qj � Qi. Thus, transitions from a state in Qi lead tostates in either the same Qi or a lower one. In addition, each set Qi is classi�ed as accepting,if Qi � �, or rejecting, if Qi \� = ;. Following Theorem 2.2, if the partition of Q is not given,one can �nd such a partition in linear time. The algorithm works in phases and proceeds up thepartial order. We regard true and false as states with a self loop. The state true constitutesan accepting set and the state false constitutes a rejecting set, both minimal in the partialorder. Let Q1 � : : : � Qn be an extension of the partial order to a total order. In each phasei, the algorithm handles states from the minimal set Qi that still has not been labeled.States that belong to the set Q1 are labeled according to the classi�cation of Q1. Thus,they are labeled with `T' if Q1 is an accepting set and they are labeled with `F' if it is arejecting set. Once a state q 2 Qi is labeled with `T' or `F', transition functions in which qoccurs are simpli�ed accordingly; i.e., a conjunction with a conjunct `F' is simpli�ed to `F' anda disjunction with a disjunct `T' is simpli�ed to `T'. Consequently, a transition function �(q0; a)for some q0 (not necessarily from Qi) can be simpli�ed to true or false. The state q0 is thenlabeled, and simpli�cation propagates further.27



Since the algorithm proceeds up the total order, when it reaches a state q 2 Qi that is stillnot labeled, it is guaranteed that all the states in all Qj for which Qj < Qi, have already beenlabeled. Hence, all the states that occur in �(q; a) have the same status as q. That is, theybelong to Qi and are still not labeled. The algorithm then labels q and all the states in �(q; a)according to the classi�cation of Qi. They are labeled `T' if Qi is accepting and are labeled `F'otherwise.Correct operation of the algorithm can be understood as follows. It is guaranteed thatonce the automaton visits a state that belongs to Q1, it visits only states from Q1 thereafter.Similarly, when the automaton visits a state q whose labeling cannot be decided according tolabeling of states in lower sets, this state leads to a cycle or belongs to a cycle of states of thesame status, so the labeling of states according to the classi�cation of the set to which theybelong.Formally, we prove that for all 1 � i � n, all the states in Qi are labeled correctly. Theproof proceeds by induction on i. The case i = 1 is immediate. Assume that we have alreadylabeled correctly all the states in all Qj with j < i and let q 2 Qi. We consider the case whereQi is an accepting set. The proof is symmetric for the case where Qi is a rejecting set. Wedistinguish between three possibilities of labeling q:1. The state q is labeled `T' before the phase i. Then, the value of �(q; a), simpli�ed accordingto the labeling already done, is true. Therefore, there exists a run of Aq in which everycopy created in the �rst step (i.e., every copy that is created in order to satisfy �(q; a))reaches a state q0 for which, by the induction hypothesis, the language of Aq0 is not empty.Hence, the language of Aq is also not empty.2. The state q is labeled `F' before the phase i. The correctness proof is symmetric to theone of the previous case: The value of �(q; a), simpli�ed according to the labeling alreadydone, is false. Therefore, every run of Aq has at least one copy created in the �rst stepand reaches a state q0 for which, by the induction hypothesis, the language of Aq0 is empty.Hence, the language of Aq is also empty.3. The state q is labeled `T' during the phase i. Then, it must be the case that the simpli�-cation of �(q; a) contains states of Qi. Moreover, it contains only states of Qi and they allhave not been labeled before the phase i. Thus, there exists a run of Aq in which everycopy created in the �rst step either reaches a state q0 for which the language of Aq0 is notempty, or stays forever in Qi. Hence, the language of Aq is not empty.Note that these are indeed the only possibilities of labeling q: a state in an accepting set Qicannot be labeled after the phase i and it cannot be labeled with `F' during the phase i sincewe are dealing with an accepting Qi.Using an AND/OR graph, as suggested in [BB79, Bee80, DG84], the algorithm can be im-plemented in linear running time. The graph, G, induced by the transition function, maintains28



the labeling and the propagation of labeling performed during the algorithm execution. In moredetails, each node of G corresponds to a state q 2 Q. For q with �(q; a) = q1 � q2, the node qis a �-node with two successors, q1 and q2. For q = ftrue; falseg, the node q is a sink-node.Since A is simple, these are the only possible forms of transitions and hence the only possiblenodes. Each �-node q is labeled by a triple h�; last; ptrsi, where last is a Boolean ag and ptrsis a list of pointers that point to nodes that have q as a successor. The Boolean ag last istrue i� one of the two successors of q has already been labeled with `T' or `F', its labeling hasbeen propagated to q, but did not su�ce to label q as well. In the beginning, last = false forall the nodes. Each sink-node q is labeled by a set ptrs of pointers that point to nodes thathave q as a successor. It is easy to see that the size of G is linear in the size of �, and it can beconstructed in linear running time.In addition, the algorithm maintains an integer i that contains the current phase and twostacks ST and SF . The stacks contain nodes that were labeled with `T' and `F', yet still have notpropagated their labeling further. In the beginning, i = 1, the stack ST contains the sink-nodetrue (if exists), and the stack SF contains the sink-node false (if exists).Using G, the algorithm proceeds as follows. Whenever a node in the graph is labeled with`T' (`F'), the node is pushed into ST (SF ). As long as ST or SF are not empty, some node q ispopped from either stacks, and labeling is propagated to every node q0 that has q as a successor(as detected by ptrs). In the case q 2 ST , the node q0 is labeled as follows.� If q0 is a _-node, then label q0 with `T'.� If q0 is a ^-node with last = true, then label q0 with `T'.� If q0 is a ^-node with last = false, then change last to true.In the case q 2 SF , the node q0 is labeled as follows.� If q0 is a ^-node, then label q0 with `F'.� If q0 is a _-node with last = true, then label q0 with `F'.� If q0 is a _-node with last = false, then change last to true.When both ST and SF are empty, nodes that correspond to the states of the current Qi arelabeled according to the classi�cation of Qi and i is increased. Since each node of G is pushedinto a stack only once, and since handling of a node that is popped from a stack involves aconstant number of operations to each of the nodes that have it as a successor, the entirecomplexity is linear in the size of G; hence linear in the size of �.Theorems 4.1, 4.4, and 4.7, together with Proposition 3.2, yield model-checking algorithmsfor CTL and for the alternation-free �-calculus with running time O(kKk2 � k k). Indeed,29



the size of the automaton AD; is linear in both jDj and k k, the tightest bound for jDj isthe number of states in K, and thus the size of AK; , as guaranteed from Proposition 3.2, isquadratic in kKk and linear in k k. Nevertheless, a closer look at AK; shows that its size isonly linear in both kKk and k k, and hence, so is the running time of our algorithm. To seethis, consider the automaton AD; . The jDj factor in the size of AD; comes from the need tospecify the transition function for all the branching degrees in D. This is not the case in AK; .There, every state is associated with a state in K. Therefore, every state is associated with asingle branching degree. Hence, when we de�ne AK; , we need to specify for each of its stateshw;'i only the transition induced by �(';L(w); d(w)) in AD; . It follows that the size of thetransitions in AK; is bounded by jRj � k k, implying its linear size.The algorithm used in the proof of Theorem 4.7 is clearly reminiscent of the bottom-uplabeling that takes place in the standard algorithms for CTL and alternation-free �-calculusmodel checking [CES86, Cle93]. Thus, the automata-theoretic approach seems to capture thecombinatorial essence of branching-time model checking.4.2 Model Checking for the �-CalculusThe intimate connection between the �-calculus and alternating automata has been noted in[Jut90, EJ91, BC96b, Eme96]. We show here that our automata-theoretic approach providesa clean proof that model checking for the �-calculus is in NP\co-NP. The key steps in theproof are showing that �-calculus formulas can be e�ciently translated to alternating parityautomata, and that the 1-letter nonemptiness problem for alternating Rabin word automata isin NP.Theorem 4.8 Given a �-calculus formula  and a set D � IN, we can construct, in linearrunning-time, an alternating parity automaton AD; such that L(AD; ) is exactly the set ofD-trees satisfying  .Proof: To build an alternating automaton from a �-calculus formula, one is naturally temptedto use the same transition relation as for the alternation-free �-calculus. The only problem withthis is that it does not allow the necessary acceptance conditions to be de�ned. Indeed, if onelooks carefully at the transition relation obtained for a CTL or an alternation-free �-calculusformula  , not all elements of cl( ) are actually used as states. Speci�cally, a Boolean combi-nation can appear as a state without its constituents also appearing. This makes it impossibleto express an acceptance condition involving a formula appearing only as a constituent of aBoolean state. In the case of CTL this was of no consequence since the acceptance conditioninvolves exclusively ~U formulas and these do by construction appear as states. Similarly, forthe alternation-free � calculus, the problem was worked around by using the absence of alter-nation to de�ne equivalence classes of formulas in such a way that each class contains at leastone formula that is a state of the automaton. For the full �-calculus, such short cuts are not30



possible and we thus need to avoid Boolean combinations as states (except for the initial state)and force states to be of the form p;:p;AX';EX'; �y:f(y), or �y:f(y). This is the purposeof the function split introduced below.For a �-calculus formula  , we de�ne the function split : B+(IN� cl( ))! B+(IN� cl( ))as follows.� split(true) = true and split(false) = false.� split(�1 ^ �2) = split(�1) ^ split(�2).� split(�1 _ �2) = split(�1) _ split(�2).� For ' of the form p;:p;EX'0; AX'0; �y:f(y), or �y:f(y), we have split((c; ')) = (c; ').� split((c; '1 ^ '2)) = split((c; '1)) ^ split((c; '2)).� split((c; '1 _ '2)) = split((c; '1)) _ split((c; '2)).For example, split((0; '1 ^'2)^ (1; EX('3 ^'4))) = (0; '1)^ (0; '2)^ (1; EX('3 ^'4)). Notethat split(�) contains no atoms of the form (c; '1 ^ '2) or (c; '1 _ '2).For a �-calculus sentence  and a subformula ' = �y:f(y) of  , we de�ne the alternationlevel of ' in  , denoted al ('), as follows [BC96a].� If ' is a sentence, then al (') = 1.� Otherwise, let � = �0x:g(x) be the innermost � or � subformula of  that has ' as a strictsubformula. Then, if x is free in ' and �0 6= �, we have al (') = al (�) + 1. Otherwise,we have al (') = al (�).Intuitively, the alternation level of ' in  is the number of alternating �xed-point operatorswe have to \wrap ' with" in order to reach a sub-sentence of  .Given  and D, we de�ne the parity automaton AD; = h2AP ;D; cl( ); �;  ; F i, where� The transition function � is exactly as in the automata for the alternation-free �-calculus,except for splitting the right hand side of the transitions. For all � 2 2AP and k 2 D, wede�ne:{ �(p; �; k) = true if p 2 �. � �(p; �; k) = false if p 62 �.{ �(:p; �; k) = true if p 62 �. � �(:p; �; k) = false if p 2 �.{ �('1 ^ '2; �; k) = split(�('1; �; k) ^ �('2; �; k)).{ �('1 _ '2; �; k) = split(�('1; �; k) _ �('2; �; k)).{ �(AX'; �; k) = split(Vk�1c=0 (c; ')). 31



{ �(EX'; �; k) = split(Wk�1c=0 (c; ')).{ �(�y:f(y); �; k) = split(�(f(�y:f(y)); �; k)).{ �(�y:f(y); �; k) = split(�(f(�y:f(y)); �; k)).Our transition relation is very similar to the one suggested in [EJ91]. Splitting the for-mulas in the right-hand side avoids the epsilon-transitions implicitly assumed there, andexplicitly given in the proof rules in [BC96a]. Indeed, the split guarantees that when theautomaton is tracing a �xed-point formula ', it keeps visiting the state ' itself.� We �rst de�ne the acceptance condition in terms of a Rabin acceptance condition, as in[BC96a] (which dualizes the Streett condition in [EJ91]). Let d be the maximal alternationlevel of subformulas of  . Denote by Gi the set of all the �-formulas in cl( ) of alternationlevel i. Denote by Bi the set of all �-formulas in cl( ) of alternation depth less than orequal to i. The Rabin condition is F = Si21:::dfhGi; Biig. That is, if the automaton getsstuck in a cycle, it must visit some �-formula in�nitely often and can visit �-formulas ofsmaller alternation levels only �nitely often. Now, let F0 = ;, and for every 1 � i � d, letF2i�1 = F2i�2 [Bi and F2i = F2i�1 [Gi. It is easy to see that F1 � F2 � � � � � F2d andthat the parity condition fF1; F2; : : : ; F2dg is equivalent to the Rabin condition F .Theorem 4.9 The 1-letter nonemptiness problem for alternating parity word automata is de-cidable in nondeterministic polynomial running time.Proof: According to Theorem 3.1, the 1-letter nonemptiness problem for alternating parityword automata is of the same complexity as the nonemptiness problem for nondeterministicparity tree automata. By [Eme85, VS85], the nonemptiness problem for nondeterministic Rabintree automata, which generalizes parity tree automata, is in NP.Combining Theorems 4.8 and 4.9, Proposition 3.2, and the observation in [EJS93] thatchecking for satisfaction of a formula  and a formula : has the same complexity, we get thatthe model-checking problem for the �-calculus is in NP\co-NP. Also, since the nonemptinessproblem for a parity tree automaton with n states and index k can be solved in time O(nk)[EJS93, KV98c], the construction in Theorem 4.8 also implies an O((kKk � k k)k k) algorithmfor the model-checking problem of �-calculus.5 The Space Complexity of Model CheckingPnueli and Lichtenstein argued that when analyzing the complexity of model checking, a dis-tinction should be made between complexity in the size of the input structure and complexity32



in the size of the input formula; it is the complexity in the size of the structure that is typ-ically the computational bottleneck [LP85]2. The Kripke structures to which model-checkingis applied are often obtained by constructing the reachability graph of concurrent programs,and can thus be very large. So, even linear complexity, in terms of the input structure, can beexcessive, especially as far as space is concerned. The question is then whether it is possibleto perform model-checking without ever holding the whole structure to be checked in memoryat any one time. For linear temporal formulas, the answer as long been known to be positive[VW86a]. Indeed, this problem reduces to checking the emptiness of a B�uchi automaton overwords, which is NLOGSPACE-complete. Thus, if the B�uchi automaton whose emptiness has tobe checked is obtained as the product of the components of a concurrent program (as is usuallythe case), the space required is polynomial in the size of these components rather than of theorder of the exponentially larger B�uchi automaton. Pragmatically, this is very signi�cant andis, to some extent, exploited in the \on the y" approaches to model checking and in relatedmemory saving techniques [CVWY92, MP94].Is the same true of branching-time model-checking? The answer to this question was longthought to be negative. Indeed, the bottom-up nature of the known model-checking algorithmsseemed to imply that storing the whole structure was required. Using our automata-theoreticapproach to branching-time model-checking, we are able to show that this is not necessarilyso. In this section we introduce a new type of alternating automata, called hesitant alternatingautomata (HAAs), for which the 1-letter nonemptiness problem can be solved with a verye�cient use of space. We show that formulas of CTL and CTL? can be translated to HAAs andthat the model-checking problem for these logics can be solved in space polynomial in m logn,where m is the length of the formula and n is the size of the Kripke structure. Hence, themodel-checking problem for concurrent programs for these logics is in PSPACE. We also showthat this bound is tight. We claim that the ability to translate formulas to HAAs is of a greatimportance when space complexity of model checking is considered. For example, formulas ofthe alternation-free �-calculus cannot be translated to HAAs and the model-checking problemfor concurrent programs for this logic is EXPTIME-complete.5.1 Hesitant Alternating AutomataConsider the product automaton AK; = K � AD; for a Kripke structure K and a CTLformula  . The states of AK; are elements of W � cl( ) and they are partitioned into sets Qiaccording to their second component (two states are in the same Qi if and only if their secondcomponents are identical). Thus, the number of Qi's is bounded by the size of cl( ) and isindependent of the size of the Kripke structure. If we examine the Qi's closely, we notice thatthey all fall into one of the following three categories:2For a similar distinction in database query evaluation, see [Var82].33



1. Sets from which all transitions lead exclusively to states in lower Qi's. These are the Qi'scorresponding to all elements of cl( ) except U -formulas and ~U -formulas.2. Sets Qi such that, for all q 2 Qi, the transition �(q; a; k) only contains disjunctively relatedelements of Qi (i.e., if the transition is rewritten in disjunctive normal form, there is atmost one element of Qi in each disjunct). These are the Qi's corresponding to the E'1U'2and E'1 ~U'2 elements of cl( ).3. Sets Qi such that, for all q 2 Qi, the transition �(q; a; k) only contains conjunctivelyrelated elements of Qi (i.e., if the transition is rewritten in conjunctive normal form, thereis at most one element of Qi in each conjunct). These are the Qi's corresponding to theA'1U'2 and A'1 ~U'2 elements of cl( ).This means that it is only when moving from one Qi to the next, we can move from a statethat is conjunctively related to states in its set to a state that is disjunctively related to statesin its set, or vice-versa. In other words, when a copy of the automaton visits a state in someset Qi which is associated with an EU -formula of an E ~U -formula, then as long as it stays inthis set, it proceeds in an \existential mode"; namely, it imposes only existential requirementson its successors in Qi. Similarly, when a copy of the automaton visits a state in some set Qiwhich is associated with an AU -formula or an A ~U -formula, then as long as it stays in this set,it proceeds in a \universal mode". Thus, whenever a copy alternates modes, it must be that itmoves from one Qi to a lower one.The above observation is captured in the restricted structure of hesitant alternating au-tomata (HAAs), and is the key to our space-e�cient model-checking procedure for CTL andCTL?. An HAA is an alternating automaton A = h�;D; Q; �; q0; F i, where F = hG;Bi withG � Q and B � Q. That is, the acceptance condition of HAAs consists of a pair of sets ofstates. As in WAAs, there exists a partition of Q into disjoint sets and a partial order � suchthat transitions from a state in Qi lead to states in either the same Qi or a lower one. Inaddition, each set Qi is classi�ed as either transient, existential, or universal, such that for eachset Qi and for all q 2 Qi, � 2 �, and k 2 D, the following hold:1. If Qi is a transient set, then �(q; �; k) contains no elements of Qi.2. If Qi is an existential set, then �(q; �; k) only contains disjunctively related elements of Qi.3. If Qi is a universal set, then �(q; �; k) only contains conjunctively related elements of Qi.It follows that every in�nite path � of a run r gets trapped within some existential or universalset Qi. The path then satis�es an acceptance condition hG;Bi if and only if either Qi is anexistential set and inf(�) \ G 6= ;, or Qi is a universal set and inf(�) \ B = ;. Note thatthe acceptance condition of HAAs combines the Rabin and the Streett acceptance conditions:existential sets refer to a Rabin condition fhG; ;ig and universal sets refer to a Street condition34



fhB; ;ig. Note also that while the transition function of HAAs is more restricted than the oneof WAAs, their acceptance condition is more expressive. We will need the stronger acceptancecondition to handle CTL? formulas. We call the partition of Q into sets the hesitation partitionand we call the partial order over the sets the hesitation order. The length of the longestdescending chain in the hesitation order is de�ned as the depth of the HAA. As with WAA (seeTheorem 2.2), it is easy to see that the partition of the graph induced by an HAA to maximalstrongly connected components re�nes any hesitation partition and can therefore serve as suchpartition. The reachability order on the MSCCs then induces the hesitation order and thedepth of the HAA. Since the reachability problem for a directed graph is in NLOGSPACE,it follows that when a hesitation partition is not given, it is possible to refer to the partitioninto MSCCs and check, in NLOGSPACE, whether two vertices belong to the same set in thepartition. In the HAA considered here, however, the hesitation partition and order are alwaysknown.5.2 The Space Complexity of CTL and CTL? Model CheckingIn Theorem 4.1 we presented a translation of CTL formulas to WAAs. We have already shownthat the resulting WAAs have the restricted structure of HAAs. By showing that their accep-tance condition can be put in the required form, we can establish Theorem 5.1 below.Theorem 5.1 Given a CTL formula  and a set D � IN, we can construct an HAA AD; of size O(jDj � k k) and of depth O(k k) such that L(AD; ) is exactly the set of D-treessatisfying  .Proof: As observed above, each set in the WAA that correspond to CTL formulas is eithertransient, existential, or universal. Thus, we only have to de�ne a suitable acceptance condition.In the WAA, we allow a path to get trapped in a set that corresponds to ~U -formulas. Accord-ingly, in HAA, we allow a path to get trapped in an existential set only if it corresponds to a~U -formula and we allow a path to get trapped in a universal set only if it does not correspondto a U -formula. This is done with the acceptance condition hG;Bi where G is the set of allE ~U -formulas in cl( ) and B is the set of all AU -formulas in cl( ). Since each set in the HAAcorresponds to a single formula in cl( ), the depth of the HAA is at most k k.We now present a translation of CTL? formulas to HAAs. Weak alternating automatade�ne exactly the set of weakly de�nable languages [Rab70, MSS86]. The logic CTL? can de�nelanguages that are not weakly de�nable. For example, the set of trees that satisfy the CTL?formula AFGp is not weakly de�nable [Rab70]. Therefore, a stronger acceptance condition isrequired for automata corresponding to formulas of CTL?. As we shall see later, the strongeracceptance condition does not raise the complexity of the 1-letter nonemptiness problem. We�rst show that complementation is easy for HAAs. For two HAA A1 and A2 over the same35



alphabet �, we say that A1 is the complement of A2 i� L(A1) includes exactly all the �-labeledtrees that are not in L(A2).Given a transition function �, let ~� denote the dual function of �. That is, for every q, �,and k, with �(q; �; k) = �, let ~�(q; �; k) = ~�, where ~� is obtained from � by switching _ and ^and by switching true and false. If, for example, � = p _ (true ^ q) then ~� = p ^ (false _ q),Lemma 5.2 Given an HAA A = h�; Q; �; q0; hG;Bii, the alternating automaton~A = h�; Q; ~�; q0; hB;Gii is an HAA that complements A.Proof: It is easy to see that ~A is an HAA. Indeed, the partition of Q into sets and the partialorder over them hold also with respect to ~A. In particular, a set that is existential in A isuniversal in ~A and vise versa. Consider an alternating automaton A = h�; Q; �; q0; F i, for someacceptance condition F , and consider the alternating automaton ~A = h�; Q; ~�; q0; ~F i, where ~Fis such that for every path � 2 Q!, we have that � satis�es F in a run of A i� � does notsatisfy ~F in a run of ~A. In [MS87], Muller and Schupp prove that ~A complements A. We provehere that when A is a HAA with F = hG;Bi, then ~F = hB;Gi satis�es the required property.Consider a path � in a run of A. By the de�nition of acceptance of HAA, we have that� satis�es an acceptance condition hG;Bi i� either � gets trapped in an existential set withinf(�) \ G 6= ;, or � gets trapped in a universal set with inf(�) \ B = ;. Since � alwaysgets trapped in either an existential or a universal set, it follows that � does not satisfy theacceptance condition hG;Bi i� either � gets trapped in an existential set with inf(�)\G = ;,or � gets trapped in a universal set with inf(�) \B 6= ;. Dualizing �, existential sets becomeuniversal and vice versa. Hence, � satis�es the acceptance condition hG;Bi in a run of A i� itdoes not satisfy the acceptance condition hB;Gi in a run of ~A.For an HAA A, we say that ~A is the dual HAA of A.Theorem 5.3 Given a CTL? formula  and a set D � IN, we can construct an HAA AD; of size O(jDj � 2k k) and of depth O(k k) such that L(AD; ) is exactly the set of D-treessatisfying  .Proof: Before de�ning AD; we need the following de�nitions and notations. For two CTL?formulas � and ', we say that � is maximal in ', if and only if � is a strict state subformula of' and there exists no state formula \between them", namely, there exists no strict subformula� of ' such that � is a strict subformula of �. We denote by max(') the set of all formulasmaximal in '. For example, max(A((Xp)U(EXq))) = fp;EXqg.We construct AD; by induction on the structure of  . For technical convenience we describethe de�nition for binary trees. The extension to any D � IN is straightforward. With eachformula ' 2 cl( ), we associate an HAA A' composed from HAAs associated with formulas36



maximal in '. We assume that the state sets of composed HAAs are disjoint (otherwise, werename states) and that for all the HAAs we have � = 2AP (that is, an HAA associated witha subformula that does not involve all of AP is extended in a straightforward way). For 'with max(') = f'1; : : : ; 'ng and for all 1 � i � n, let A'i = h�; Qi; �i; qi0; hGi; Biii be theHAA associated with 'i and let ~A'i = h�; ~Qi; ~�i; ~qi0; h ~Gi; ~Biii be its dual HAA. We de�ne A'as follows.� If ' = p or ' = :p for some p 2 AP , then A' is a one-state HAA.� If ' = '1^'2, then A' = h�; Q1 [Q2 [ fq0g; �; q0; hG1 [G2; B1 [B2ii, where q0 is a newstate and � is de�ned as follows. For states in Q1 and Q2, the transition function � agreeswith �1 and �2. For the state q0 and for all � 2 �, we have �(q0; �) = �(q10 ; �) ^ �(q20 ; �).Thus, in the state q0, A' sends all the copies sent by both A'1 and A'2 . The singletonfq0g constitutes a transient set, with the ordering fq0g > Qi for all the sets Qi in Q1and Q2.The construction for ' = '1 _ '2 is similar, with �(q0; �) = �(q10 ; �) _ �(q20 ; �).� If ' = E�, where � is a CTL? path formula, we �rst build an HAA A0' over the alphabet�0 = 2max('). That is, A0' regards the formulas maximal in ' as atomic propositions. LetU� = h�0; Q;M; q0; F i be a nondeterministic B�uchi automaton on in�nite words such thatU� accepts exactly all the word models of � [VW94], where the maximal subformulas areregarded as atomic propositions. Then, A0' = h�0; Q; �0; q0; hF; ;ii extends U� to trees bysimulating it along a single branch. That is, for all q 2 Q and �0 2 �0, we have�0(q; �0) = _qi2M(q;�0)(0; qi) _ (1; qi):If M(q; �0) = ;, then �0(q; �0) = false. Note that Q constitutes a single existential set.The HAA A0' accepts exactly all the �0-labeled tree models of '.We now adjustA0' to the alphabet �. The resulted automaton isA'. Intuitively,A' startsadditional copies of the HAAs associated with formulas in max('). These copies guaran-tee that whenever A0' assumes that a formula in max(') holds, then it indeed holds, andthat whenever A0' assumes that a formula does not hold, then the negation of the formulaholds. Formally, A' = h�; Q [Si(Qi [ ~Qi); �; q0; hF [Si(Gi [ ~Gi);Si(Bi [ ~Bi)ii, where� is de�ned as follows. For states in Si(Qi[ ~Qi), the transition function � agrees with thecorresponding �i and ~�i. For q 2 Q and for all � 2 �, we have�(q; �) = _�02�0(�0(q; �0) ^ ( ^'i2�0 �i(qi0; �)) ^ ( ^'i 62�0 ~�i( ~qi0; �))):Each conjunction in � corresponds to a label �0 2 �0. Some copies of A' (these originatedfrom �0(q; �0)) proceed as A0' when it reads �0. Other copies guarantee that �0 indeed37



holds in the current node. The set Q constitutes an existential set, with the orderingQ > Q0 for all the sets Q0 in Si(fQig [ f ~Qig).� If ' = A�, we construct and dualize the HAA of E:�.We prove the correctness of the construction by induction on the structure of '. The proofis immediate for the case ' is of the form p, :p, '1 ^ '2, '1 _ '2, or A�. We consider here thecase where ' = E�. If a tree hTK ; VKi satis�es ', then there exists a path � in it such that� j= �. Thus, there exists an accepting run r of U� on a word that agrees with � on the formulasin max('). It is easy to see that a run of A' that proceeds on � according to r can accepthTK ; VKi. Indeed, by the de�nition of A0', the copies that proceeds according to �0 satisfy theacceptance condition. In addition, by the adjustment of A0' to the alphabet 2AP and by theinduction hypothesis, copies that take care of the maximal formulas can ful�ll the acceptancecondition. Now, if a run r of A' accepts a tree hTK ; VKi, then there must be a path � in thistree such that A' proceeds according to an accepting run of U� on a word that agrees with �on the formulas in max('). Thus, � j= � and hTK ; VKi satis�es '.We now consider the size of A . For every ', we prove, by induction on the structure of ',that the size of A' is exponential in k'k.� Clearly, for ' = p or ' = :p for some p 2 AP , the size of A' is constant.� For ' = '1 ^ '2 or ' = '1 _ '2, we have kA'k = O(kA'1k + kA'2k). By the inductionhypothesis, kA'1k is exponential in k'1k and kA'2k is exponential in k'2k. Thus, kA'kis surely exponential in k'k.� For ' = E�, we know, by [VW94], that the size of the word automaton U� is exponentialin k�k. Therefore, A0' is exponential in k'k. Also, j�0j is exponential in jmax(')j and,by the induction hypothesis, for all 'i 2 max('), the size of A'i is exponential in k'ik.Therefore, A' is also exponential in k'k.� For ' = A�, we know, by the above, that kAE:�k is exponential in k'k. Since comple-menting an HAA does not change its size, the result for ' follows.Finally, since each subformula of  induces exactly one set, the depth of A is linear ink k.We note that the same construction holds also for ECTL? [VW84]. In ECTL?, formulas areconstructed from Boolean connectives and automata connectives. As the construction abovehandles a formula E� by translating the path formula � into an automaton, allowing automatonoperators in the path formulas causes no di�culty. We handle these automaton operators aswe handle the word automaton U� constructed for a CTL? path formula �.38



Example 5.4 Consider the CTL? formula  = AGF (p_AXp). We describe the constructionof AD; , for D � IN, step by step. Since  is of the form A�, we need to construct and dualizethe HAA of EFG((:p)^EX:p). We start with the HAAs AD;' and ~AD;' for ' = (:p)^EX:p.AD;' = hffpg; ;g;D; fq2 ; q3g; �; q2; h;; ;ii, withstate q �(q; fpg; k) �(q; ;; k)q2 false Wk�1c=0 (c; q3)q3 false true~AD;' = hffpg; ;g;D; f ~q2 ; ~q3g; ~�; ~q2; h;; ;ii, withstate q ~�(q; fpg; k) ~�(q; ;; k)~q2 true Vk�1c=0 (c; ~q3)~q3 true falseStarting with a sequential B�uchi automaton U� for � = FG', we construct A0D;E�.U� = hff'g; ;g; fq0 ; q1g;M; q0; fq1gi, with� M(q0; f'g) = fq0; q1g � M(q0; ;) = fq0g� M(q1; f'g) = fq1g � M(q1; ;) = ;Hence, A0D;E� = hff'g; ;g;D; fq0 ; q1g; �0; q0; hfq1g; ;ii, withstate q �0(q; f'g; k) �0(q; ;; k)q0 Wk�1c=0 ((c; q0) _ (c; q1)) Wk�1c=0 (c; q0)q1 Wk�1c=0 (c; q1) falseWe are now ready to compose the automata into an automaton over the alphabet ffpg; ;g.AD;E� = hffpg; ;g;D; fq0 ; q1; q3; ~q3g; �; q0; hfq1g; ;ii, with (note that we simplify the transi-tions, replacing true ^ � or false _ � by �, replacing true _ � by true, and replacing false ^ �by false).state q �(q; fpg; k) �(q; ;; k)q0 Wk�1c=0 (c; q0) �Wk�1c=0 ((c; q0) _ (c; q1)) ^Wk�1c=0 (c; q3)� _ �Wk�1c=0 (c; q0) ^Vk�1c=0 (c; ~q3)�q1 false Wk�1c=0 (c; q1) ^Wk�1c=0 (c; q3)q3 false true~q3 true falseConsider �(q0; ;; k). The �rst conjunction corresponds to the case where A0D;E� guesses that 'holds in the present. Then, AD;E� proceeds with �0(q0; f'g; k) conjuncted with �(q2; ;; k). The39



later guarantees that ' indeed holds in the present. The second conjunction corresponds to thecase where ' does not hold in the present. Then, AD;E� proceeds with �0(q0; ;; k) conjunctedwith �( ~q2; ;; k).We obtainAD; by dualizingAD;E�. Hence, AD; = hffpg; ;g;D; f ~q0 ; ~q1; ~q3; q3g; ~�; ~q0; h;; f ~q1gii,withstate q ~�(q; fpg; k) ~�(q; ;; k)~q0 Vk�1c=0 (c; ~q0) �Vk�1c=0 ((c; ~q0) ^ (c; ~q1)) _Vk�1c=0 (c; ~q3)� ^ �Vk�1c=0 (c; ~q0) _Wk�1c=0 (c; q3)�~q1 true Vk�1c=0 (c; ~q1) _Vk�1c=0 (c; ~q3)~q3 true falseq3 false trueConsider the state ~q1. A copy of AD; that visits ~q1 keeps creating new copies of AD; , allvisiting ~q1. Spreading a copy that visits ~q1 stops only when it reaches a node that satis�es por AXp. Since ~q1 2 B, all the copies should eventually reach such a node. Hence, by sendinga copy that visits the state ~q1 to a node x, AD; guarantees that all the paths in the subtreerooted x eventually reach a node satisfying p _AXp. Hence, in the state ~q0, unless AD; getsconvinced that p _AXp holds in the present, it sends copies that visit ~q1 to all the successors.In addition, it always send copies visiting ~q0 to all the successors.Before we get to the space complexity of the 1-letter nonemptiness problem for HAAs overwords, let us consider the time complexity of this problem.Theorem 5.5 The 1-letter nonemptiness problem for hesitant alternating word automata isdecidable in linear running time.Proof: We present an algorithm with a linear running time for checking the nonemptinessof the language of an hesitant alternating word automaton A = hfag; Q; �; q0; hG;Bii. Thealgorithm is very similar to the one described in the proof of Theorem 4.7. The only change isthat here we do not have accepting and rejecting sets. Rather, being trapped in an existentialset, the automaton should be able to visit states from G in�nitely often. Similarly, beingtrapped in a universal set, the automaton should be able to visit states from B only �nitelyoften. As in Theorem 4.7, the algorithm proceeds up a total order of the Qi's, labeling stateswith `T' and `F', guaranteeing that when it reaches a set Qi, all the states in all sets Qj 's forwhich Qj < Qi, have already been labeled. For a transient set Qi, the above implies that thestates in it have already been labeled too. For existential and universal sets, the algorithmproceeds as follows.� In an existential set Qi, all the transitions from states in Qi only contain disjunctivelyrelated elements of Qi. So, when the algorithm reaches Qi, all its simpli�ed transitions40



are disjunctions and induce an OR-graph that has states in Qi as nodes. The algorithmpartitions the graph into maximal strongly connected components Qji . Since the partitionis maximal, there exists a partial order over these components (Qji � Qki if and only ifthere exists a transition from Qki to Qji ) and there exists an extension of it into a totalorder Q1i � : : : � Qmii . The algorithm proceeds up this total order. When it reaches acomponent Qji for which Qji \G 6= ;, then all the states in Qji are labeled `T'. Otherwise(Qji \ G = ;), they are labeled `F'. In both cases, the labeling is propagated. Indeed, acopy of A can stay in Qi and visit states in G in�nitely often if and only if it reaches amaximal strongly connected component Qji , with Qji \G 6= ;.� For a universal set, the transitions induce an AND-graph. Accordingly, when the algo-rithm reaches a maximal strongly connected component Qji for which Qji \B 6= ;, all thestates in Qji are labeled `F' (and the labeling is propagated). Otherwise, they are labeled`T'. Here, a copy of A can stay in Qi and visits states in B only �nitely often if and onlyif it reaches a component Qji , with Qji \B = ;.Consider the total order Q11 � Q21 � : : : Qm11 � Q12 � : : : � Qmnn . We prove that for all 1 � i � nand 1 � j � mi, all the states in Qji are labeled correctly. The proof proceeds by induction on(i; j) (with the ordering (i1; j1) < (i2; j2) i� i1 < i2 or i1 = i2 and j1 < j2):� The set Q1 cannot be a transient set. Consider the case where it is an existential set.Then, for every q 2 Q11, it must be that �(q; a) is a disjunction of states in Q11. Thealgorithm labels all the states in Q11 with `T' if and only if Q11 \ G 6= ;. Assume �rstthat Q11 \G 6= ;. Then, as Q11 is a strongly connected component, there exists, for everyq 2 Q11, a state q0 2 G such that q0 is reachable from q and from itself. Hence, thereexists a run of Aq that visits (in its single branch) the state q0 in�nitely often. This run isaccepting an thus the language of Aq is not empty. Assume now that Q11 \G = ;. Then,for every q 2 Q11, no run of Aq can visit, even once, a state in G. Thus, no run of Aq isan accepting run. The proof is analogous for the case in which Q1 is a universal set.� Assume that we have already labeled correctly all the states in all Qlk with (k; l) < (i; j),and let q 2 Qji . If q is labeled before the phase (i; j) then, by the same consideration weused for WAAs, it is labeled correctly. Consider the case that q is labeled during the phase(i; j) and let Qi be a universal set. Then, the simpli�cation of �(q; a) is a conjunction ofstates in Qji and q it is labeled `F' if and only if Qji \B 6= ;. Assume �rst that Qji \B 6= ;.Then, as Qji is a strongly connected component, there exists, for every q 2 Qji , a stateq0 2 B such that q0 is reachable from q and from itself. Hence, in every run of Aq there isa copy that visits q0 in�nitely often. Thus, no run of Aq is an accepting run. Assume nowthat Qji \B = ;. Then, for every q 2 Qji , no copy of Aq can visit, even once, a state in B.So, every copy either stays in Qji without visiting B, or reaches a state q0 for which the41



language of Aq0 is not empty. Thus, all the copies of Aq are accepting and the languageof Aq is not empty. The proof is analogous for the case in which Qi is an existential set.Since partitioning each graph into maximal strongly connected components can be done inlinear running time [Tar72], the overall running time remains linear, as with WAAs. Thedata structure used for a linear-time implementation is an AND/OR graph similar to the onedescribed for WAAs. Since when testing WAAs for nonemptiness we were dealing with simpleWAAs, taking the states of the WAA as nodes induced an AND/OR graph in a straightforwardway. Here, however, A is not simple. Let A0 be the simple alternating word automaton obtainedfrom A by the simpli�cation described in Theorem 3.1, and let Q01 � : : : � Q0n be the order onits sets (described there too). The automaton A0 is no longer an HAA. Still, taking its states asthe nodes of the AND/OR graph is adequate: the ow of the labeling in the graph guaranteesthat when the algorithm reaches an existential (universal) set, all the nodes of this set that arestill not labeled induce an OR-graph (AND-graph) as required.So, the 1-letter nonemptiness problem for HAAs over words can be solved in linear runningtime. This, together with Theorem 5.3 and Proposition 3.2 (with the observation that the sizeof D does not inuence the size of AK; ), provides us with a model-checking procedure forCTL? with running time O(kKk � 2O(k k)). Note that the algorithm used there is essentiallya bottom-up labeling of the transition graph of the automaton. We now show that by using atop-down exploration of this transition graph, we can get a space e�cient 1-letter nonemptinessalgorithm for HAAs.Theorem 5.6 The 1-letter nonemptiness problem for hesitant alternating word automata ofsize n and depth m, can be solved in space O(m log2 n).Proof: Consider a HAA A = hfag; Q; �; q0 ; hG;Bii. The algorithm described below assumesthat the hesitation partition and order for A are given. Otherwise, it proceeds with the partitionof Q into maximal strongly connected components. As discussed above, such a partition is ahesitation partition, it induces a hesitation order, and (as we elaborate further below) it ispossible to check in space O(log2 n) whether two given states in Q belong to the same set inthe partition.The property of HAAs we use is that, from a state in Qi, it is possible to search for anotherreachable state in the same Qi using space O(log2 n). For a transient Qi, there are no suchstates. For universal and existential Qi, the exact notion of reachability we use is the transitiveclosure of the following notion of immediate reachability. Consider a set Qi and assume that wehave a Boolean value for all states in sets lower than Qi. Then, a state q0 2 Q is immediatelyreachable from a state q, if it appears in the transition from q when this transition has beensimpli�ed using the known Boolean values for states in lower Qi's. Note that the simpli�edtransition is always a disjunction for a state of an existential Qi, and a conjunction for a state42



of a universal Qi. As we describe below, the algorithm does not perform simpli�cation of thetransitions, but rather computes recursively the values of states in lower Qi's.We call a state q0 of Qi provably true if, when the procedure is applied to the successors ofq0 that are not in Qi, and the Boolean expression for the transition from q0 is simpli�ed, it isidentically true. States that are provably false are de�ned analogously.The following recursive procedure labels the states of the automaton with `T' (accepts) or`F' (does not accept).(1) Start at the initial state.(2) At a transient state q, evaluate the transition from q by recursively applying the procedureto the successor states of q. Label the state with the Boolean value that is obtained forthe transition.(3) At a state q of an existential Qi, proceed as follows.(3.1) Search for a reachable state q0 of the same Qi that is provably true (note that thisrequires applying the procedure recursively to all states from lower Qi's that aretouched by the search). If such a state q0 is found, label q with `T'.(3.2) If no such state exists, search for a state q0 2 Qi \G that is reachable from q andfrom itself. If such a state is found, label q with `T'.(3.3) if none of the �rst two cases apply, label q with `F'.(4) At a state q of a universal Qi, proceed as follows.(4.1) Search for a reachable state q0 of the same Qi that is provably false. If such a stateq0 is found, label q with `F'.(4.2) If no such state exists, search for a state q0 2 Qi \ B that is reachable from q andfrom itself. If such a state is found, label q with `F'.(4.3) if none of the �rst two cases apply, label q with `T'.With every state q we can associate a �nite integer, rank(q), corresponding to the depth ofthe recursion required in order to label q. It is easy to prove, by induction on rank(q), that qis labeled correctly.We now consider the complexity of our algorithm. We show that for each state q 2 Qi,if we already have Boolean values for all the states in sets lower than Qi, then evaluating theBoolean value of q can be done deterministically in space O(log2 n). In practice, we do notkeep the Boolean values of the states in sets lower than Qi. Instead, whenever we need such avalue we evaluate it recursively. Clearly, the depth of the recursion is bounded by the numberof sets lower than Qi. Hence, evaluating the Boolean value of the initial state can be done inspace O(m log2 n). 43



We start with q that belongs to a transient set. There, we have to evaluate the transitionfrom q. It is known that the problem of evaluating Boolean expressions is in LOGSPACE[Lyn77]. Here, we evaluate expressions over Q and the length of each expression is linear inn. Hence, evaluating the Boolean value of a transient state in Qi, assuming we have Booleanvalues for all states in sets lower than Qi, can be done deterministically in space O(logn).Consider now a state q 2 Qi for an existential set Qi. For each state q0 2 Qi, we have thatq0 is provably true i� the transition from q0 evaluates to true when we assign false to all thestates in Qi (and evaluates, using a recursion, states in lower sets). Checking the latter is assimple as evaluating a transition from a transient state. Thus, determining whether a state inQi is provably true assuming we have Boolean values for all states in sets lower than Qi, canbe done deterministically using space O(log n).Furthermore, for each pair of states q0 and q00 in an existential Qi, we have that q00 isimmediately reachable from q0 i� the following two conditions hold. First, the transition fromq0 evaluates to true when we assign true to q00 and assign false to all the other states inQi (and evaluate recursively states from lower sets). Second, the transition from q0 evaluatesto false when we assign false to all the states in Qi (and evaluate recursively states fromlower sets). Again, checking this is as simple as evaluating a transition from a transient state.Thus, determining whether a given state in Qi is immediately reachable from another givenstate in Qi, assuming we have Boolean values for all states in sets lower than Qi, can be donenondeterministically using space O(log n).It is known, by [Jon75], that the graph accessibility problem is in NLOGSPACE. Now,to check whether q00 is reachable from q0, we restrict the graph accessibility test, replacingimmediate accessibility with immediate reachability. This, as described above, can be donenondeterministically in space O(log n) (assuming we have Boolean values for all states in setslower than Qi). Thus, determining whether a given state in Qi is reachable from another givenstate inQi can also be done nondeterministically in space O(log n). Hence, as the labeling of q 2Qi only involves a search for reachable states, we can determine its labeling nondeterministicallyin space O(log n), or, by [Sav70], deterministically in space O(log2 n).The case where q 2 Qi for a universal set Qi is symmetric.Theorems 5.1 and 5.3 provide us with the sizes and depths of the HAAs associated withformulas of CTL and CTL?. Hence, the theorem below follows from Proposition 3.2 andTheorem 5.6.Theorem 5.71. The model-checking problem for CTL can be solved in space O(m log2(mn)), where m isthe length of the formula and n is the size of the Kripke structure.44



2. The model-checking problem for CTL? can be solved in space O(m(m+ log n)2), where mis the length of the formula and n is the size of the Kripke structure.The algorithm given in the proof of Theorem 5.6 can be viewed as a local model-checking algo-rithm. However, to be practical, the searches within the existential and universal componentsshould be made deterministic, which cannot reasonably be done without forgoing some spacee�ciency and storing the markings as they are obtained. With these changes, the algorithmof the proof of Theorem 5.6 becomes an automata-theoretic counterpart of the algorithm pre-sented in [VL93]. We note that once the search is made deterministic, the algorithm may needto generate computations of the Kripke structure that are not directly relevant for determiningthe truth of the formula in it. Still, the algorithm traverses, in the average, less states thanbottom-up algorithms.Now, let us de�ne the program complexity [VW86a] of model checking as the complexity ofthis problem in terms of the size of the input Kripke structure; i.e., assuming the formula �xed.Theorem 5.8 The program complexity of CTL and CTL? model checking is NLOGSPACE-complete.Proof: Fixing the formula, we get an HAA of a �xed depth. According to the algorithmpresented in the proof of Theorem 5.6, the nonemptiness problem for an hesitant alternatingword automaton of a �xed depth is in NLOGSPACE. Thus, so is the program complexity ofCTL and CTL? model checking. Hardness in NLOGSPACE is immediate by a reduction fromthe graph accessibility problem, proved to be NLOGSPACE-complete in [Jon75].The fact that CTL and CTL? formulas can be translated to HAAs plays a crucial role inour upper bounds. To see this, we prove in Theorem 5.9 bellow, that the 1-letter nonemptinessproblem for weak alternating word automata is P-complete. Thus, the restricted structure ofHAAs is essential for a space-e�cient nonemptiness test.Theorem 5.9 The 1-letter nonemptiness problem for weak alternating word automata is P-complete.Proof: Membership in P follows from Theorem 4.7. Hardness in P follows by a reductionfrom the Alternating Graph Accessibility problem, proved to be P-complete in [Imm81, CKS81,GHR95], to nonemptiness of weak alternating word automata. In the Alternating Graph Ac-cessibility problem, we are given a directed graph G = hV;Ei, a partition E [ U of V , andtwo designated vertices s and t. The problem is whether alternating path(s; t) is true, wherealternating path(x; y) holds if and only if:1. x = y, or 45



2. x 2 E and there exists z with hx; zi 2 E and alternating path(z; y), or3. x 2 U and for all z with hx; zi 2 E, we have alternating path(z; y).Given G; E ;U ; s, and t, we de�ne the weak alternating word automaton A = hfag; V; �; s; ftgiwhere � is de�ned as follows:� If q 2 E and q 6= t, then �(q; a) = Whq;q0i2E q0.� If q 2 U and q 6= t, then �(q; a) = Vhq;q0i2E q0.� �(t; a) = true.It is easy to see that a partition of V into two sets, V n ftg and ftg, satis�es the weaknessrequirements and that the language of A is not empty i� alternating path(s; t).Recall that while we can translate alternation-free �-calculus formulas to WAA, we can nottranslate them to HAA. As we show in Theorem 5.10 below, this inability is reected in theprogram complexity of alternation-free �-calculus.Theorem 5.10 The program complexity of alternation-free �-calculus model checking is P-complete.Proof: The upper bound follows from the known linear complexity of AFMC model check-ing. As in the proof of Theorem 5.9, we are doing a reduction from the Alternating GraphAccessibility problem. Given G = hV;Ei; E ;U ; s, and t, we de�ne the Kripke structure KG =hft; e; ug; V; E; s; Li where for every state v 2 V , we haveL(v) = 2664 t if v = t,e if v 2 E n ftg,u if v 2 U n ftg.It is easy to see that the state s of KG satis�es the �xed alternation-free �-calculus formula�y:(t _ (e ^EXy) _ (u ^AXy)) i� alternating path(s; t).6 The Complexity of Model Checking for Concurrent ProgramsWe consider a concurrent program P composed of n concurrent processes Pi. Each process isdescribed by a transition system Di = hAPi; ACi; Si;�i; s0i ; Lii where APi is a set of atomicpropositions, ACi is an action alphabet, Si is a �nite set of states, �i � Si � ACi � Si is atransition relation, s0i 2 Si is an initial state, and Li : Si ! 2APi maps each state to the set46



of atomic propositions true in this state. We require that the atomic-proposition sets of theprocesses are disjoint.A concurrent behavior of these processes is de�ned by the usual interleaving semantics:transition actions that appear in several processes are synchronized by common actions. Usingthis convention, one can obtain a global transition system D describing the joint behavior of theprocesses Pi. This global transition system is computed by constructing the reachable states ofthe product of the processes Pi. This product is the transition system D = hAP;AC; S;�; s0; Liwhere,� AP = S1�i�nAPi.� AC = S1�i�nACi.� S = Q1�i�n Si. We denote the ith component of a state s 2 S by s[i].� hs; a; s0i 2 � if and only if{ for all 1 � i � n such that a 2 ACi, we have hs[i]; a; s0[i]i 2 �i, and{ for all 1 � i � n such that a 62 ACi, we have s[i] = s0[i].� s0 = hs01; s02; : : : ; s0ni.� For every s 2 S, we have L(s) = Si Li(s[i]).We de�ne the complexity of model checking for a concurrent program P with respect tothe size of its components Pi and the length of the formula being checked. Accordingly, theprogram complexity of model checking for concurrent programs is de�ned in terms of the size ofthe components of the concurrent program. It is shown in [Koz77] that that the nonemptinessproblem for a concurrent program P is PSPACE-complete. This immediately implies a PSPACElower bound for the complexity of CTL and CTL? model checking for concurrent programs.We still present a similar proof below, as we shall later use a variant of it in the proof ofTheorem 6.3.Theorem 6.1 The complexity of CTL and CTL? model checking for concurrent programs isPSPACE-complete.Proof: We have just proved that the model-checking problem for CTL and CTL? can besolved in space polynomial in the length of the formula but only poly-logarithmic in the sizeof the Kripke structure. Since the product of the components of a concurrent program is atmost exponentially larger than the program, membership in PSPACE follows directly by anargument similar to the one developed in [VW94]. To prove that it is hard in PSPACE, we doa reduction from polynomial space Turing machines.47



We show that there exists a CTL formula  such that given a Turing machine T of spacecomplexity s(n), it is possible to build a concurrent program P of size O(s(n)) such that Psatis�es  if and only if T accepts the empty tape.Let T = h�; Q;!; q0; F i be a Turing machine where � is the alphabet, Q is the set of states,!� Q � � � Q � � � fR;Lg is the transition relation (we use (q; a) ! (q0; b;�) to indicatethat when T is in state q and it reads the input a in the current tape cell, it moves to state q0,writes b in the current tape cell, and its reading head moves one cell to the right/left, accordingto �), q0 is the initial state, and F � Q is the set of accepting states. The concurrent programP has s(n) processes, one for each tape cell that is used. For all 1 � i � s(n), the process Pi isde�ned as follows.1. APi = facceptig and ACi = fi� 1; i; i + 1g �Q.2. The state set of Pi is (Q��)[�. A state of the form (q; a) indicates that T is in state q,its reading head is on cell i, and the content of cell i is a. A state of the form a indicatesthat the content of cell i is a and the reading head is not on cell i.3. For each transition (q; a)! (q0; b;�) of T , we have the following transitions in Pi.(a) A transition from (q; a) to b labeled by (i+1; q0) if � = R and by(i� 1; q0) if � = L.This transition corresponds to the head moving from cell i to cell i+ 1 or i� 1.(b) A transition from every a 2 � to (q0; a) labeled by (i; q0). This transition correspondsto the head moving to cell i from cell i+ 1 or i� 1.4. The initial state of Pi corresponds to the initial content of cell i. Thus, it is (q0; ") fori = 1 and it is " for 1 < i � s(n).5. We label a state (q; a) with accepti if and only if q 2 F .The concurrent behavior of the processes embodies all the computations of T on the emptytape. To see this, observe that each reachable state s in P has exactly one 1 � i � n forwhich s[i] 2 Q � �. Thus, each reachable state in P corresponds to a con�guration of T .Also, a transition from a state s1 to a state s2 corresponds to a possible transition from thecon�guration associated with s1 to the one associated with s2.Now, let accept= Wi accepti. Consider the CTL formula  = EFaccept. P j=  if and onlyif there exists a computation of T on the empty tape in which eventually reaches an acceptingstate. Thus, P j=  if and only if T accepts the empty tape.Theorem 6.2 The program complexity of CTL and CTL? model checking for concurrent pro-grams is PSPACE-complete. 48



Proof: Clearly, the upper bound proved in Theorem 6.1 holds here too. Since proving thelower bound there we used a �xed formula, hardness in PSPACE holds also here.We now consider the program complexity of �-calculus and alternation-free �-calculus modelchecking for concurrent programs. The WAAs that correspond to alternation-free �-calculusdo not have the restricted structure of HAAs. In Example 4.5, we presented the WAA thatcorresponds to the formula  = �y:(p _ EXAXy) and in which an alternation between exis-tential and universal states that belong to the same set is possible. Thus, while the syntax ofCTL and CTL? makes the alternation of the path quanti�ers A and E bounded by the lengthof the formula, the �xed-point operators in �-calculus enable an unbounded alternation. Thisunbounded alternation is the key for the following theorem:Theorem 6.3 The program complexity of alternation-free �-calculus model checking for con-current programs is EXPTIME-complete.Proof: Clearly, the problem can be solved in EXPTIME by building the nondeterministicprogram corresponding to the concurrent program and using the model-checking algorithmfrom Section 4.1. To prove that it is hard in EXPTIME, we do a reduction from alternatinglinear-space Turing machines, proved to be EXPTIME-hard in [CKS81].Similarly to what we have done proving Theorem 6.1, we show that there exists an alternation-free �-calculus formula  such that given an alternating Turing machine T of space complexitys(n), it is possible to build, with a logarithmic space construction, a concurrent program P ofsize O(s(n)) such that P satis�es  if and only if T accepts the empty tape. The model ofalternation we use is that the transition relation is universal in its even steps and is existentialin its odd steps.Given T , the construction of P is exactly the same as in Theorem 6.1. Consider the �-calculus formula  = �y:(accept _EX(accept _AXy)):P j=  if and only if there exists a computation of T on the empty tape in which all the leavesof the computation tree eventually reach an accepting state. Thus, P j=  if and only if Taccepts the empty tape.In Theorem 6.4 below, we show that �-calculus model checking for concurrent programscan also be done in time exponential in the program. Thus, the program complexities of modelchecking for concurrent programs for alternation-free �-calculus and general �-calculus coincide.Theorem 6.4 The program complexity of �-calculus model checking for concurrent programsis EXPTIME-complete. 49



Proof: Clearly, hardness in EXPTIME follows from Theorem 6.3. To prove membership inEXPTIME we use the algorithm suggested in [EL86]. Given a concurrent program P and a �-calculus formula  , the size of a Kripke structureK that models the nondeterministic expansionof P is of size exponential in the size of P . According to [EL86], model checking of a Kripkestructure K with respect to a �-calculus formula  is of time complexity O((k k � kKk)n+1),where n is the alternation depth of  . The alternation depth of a formula  is the maximalnumber of alternations between � and � on any syntactic path from an occurrence of �y or�y to an occurrence of y (see [EL86]). We clearly have that n < k k and, therefore, modelchecking of K with respect to  is of time complexity O((k k � 2jP j)k k). Hence, �xing  weget that the program complexity of �-calculus model checking for concurrent programs is inEXPTIME.Theorem 6.3 implies that while the time complexities of model checking for CTL andalternation-free �-calculus coincide, there is probably a gap between the space complexitiesof model checking for these logics. Moreover, the program complexity of model checking forCTL? is probably lower than the program complexity of model checking for the alternation-free�-calculus. To conclude, the automata-theoretic framework provides improved (and signi�cant)space-complexity upper bounds for the model checking problem of CTL and CTL? and explainswhy similar improved bounds cannot be obtained for model checking of the �-calculi.7 DiscussionIn this work we argue that alternating tree automata provide a comprehensive and uniformframework for branching temporal logics. While the satis�ability problem for these logicsreduces to the nonemptiness problem for alternating tree automata, the model checking prob-lem reduces to the (much easier) 1-letter nonemptiness problem for these automata. Theautomata-theoretic approach separates the logical and the combinatorial aspects of reasoningabout systems. The translation of speci�cations to automata handles the logic and shifts allthe combinatorial di�culties to automata-theoretic problems. This enabled us to improve thespace complexity of branching-time model-checking. In particular, we show that alternatingtree automata provide a PSPACE procedure for CTL? model checking of concurrent programs,and provide an explanation why this bound can not be achieved for �-calculus model checkingand even for its alternation-free fragment.The automata-theoretic approach to branching-time model checking described here hascontributed to several other results in the area of speci�cation and veri�cation of reactivesystems. In [KV95], the framework is extended to handle (and improve the space complexityof) branching-time model checking for fair systems. In [HKV96], the framework is extended tohandle real-time and hybrid systems, and in [KV96, AHK97, KVW97], it is extended for theveri�cation of open systems. One of the di�culties present when reasoning about open and50
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